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THE SCIENCE STUDY SERIES

The Science Study Series offers to students and to the

general public the writing of distinguished authors on

the most stirring and fundamental topics of science, from

the smallest known particles to the whole universe. Some

of the books tell of the role of science in the world of

man, his technology and civilization. Others are bio-

graphical in nature, telling the fascinating stories of the

great discoverers and their discoveries. All the authors

have been selected both for expertness in the fields

they discuss and for ability to communicate their special

knowledge and their own views in an interesting way.

The primary purpose of these books is to provide a

survey within the grasp of the young student or the lay-

man. Many of the books, it is hoped, will encourage

the reader to make his own investigations of natural

phenomena.

The Series, which now offers topics in all the sciences

and their applications, had its beginning in a project to

revise the secondary schools’ physics curriculum. At the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology during 1956 a

group of physicists, high school teachers, journalists,

apparatus designers, film producers, and other specialists

organized the Physical Science Study Committee, now
operating as a part of Educational Services Incorpo-

rated, Watertown, Massachusetts. They pooled their

knowledge and experience toward the design and crea-
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tion of aids to the learning of physics. Initially their ef-

fort was supported by the National Science Foundation,

which has continued to aid the program. The Ford

Foundation, the Fund for the Advancement of Educa-

tion, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation have also

given support. The Committee has created a textbook,

an extensive film series, a laboratory guide, especially

designed apparatus, and a teacher’s source book.

The Series is guided by a Board of Editors, consist-

ing of Bruce F. Kingsbury, Managing Editor; John H.

Durston, General Editor; Paul F. Brandwein, the Con-

servation Foundation and Harcourt, Brace & World,

Inc.; Francis L. Friedman, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology; Samuel A. Goudsmit, Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory; Philippe LeCorbeiller, Harvard Uni-

versity; Gerard Piel, Scientific American; and Herbert

S. Zim, Simon and Schuster, Inc.



PREFACE

Gravity rules the Universe. It holds together the one

hundred billion stars of our Milky Way; it makes the

Earth revolve around the Sun and the Moon around the

Earth; it makes ripened apples and disabled airplanes

fall to the ground. There are three great names in the

history of man’s understanding of gravity: Galileo

Galilei, who was the first to study in detail the process

of free and restricted fall; Isaac Newton, who first had

the idea of gravity as a universal force; and Albert

Einstein, who said that gravity is nothing but the curva-

ture of the four-dimensional space-time continuum.

In this book we shall go through all three stages of

the development, devoting one chapter to Galileo’s

pioneering work, six chapters to Newton’s ideas and

their subsequent development, one chapter to Einstein,

and one chapter to post-Einsteinian speculations con-

cerning the relation between gravity and other physical

phenomena. The emphasis on the “classics” in this out-

line grows from the fact that the theory of universal

gravity is a classical theory. It is very probable that

there is a hidden relation between gravity on the one

hand and the electromagnetic field and material par-

ticles on the other, but nobody is prepared today to say

what kind of relation it is. And there is no way of fore-

telling how soon any further important progress will be

made in this direction.
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Considering the “classical” part of the theory of

gravitation, the author had to make an important deci-

sion about the use of mathematics. When Newton first

conceived the idea of Universal Gravity, mathematics

was not yet developed to a degree that could permit

him to follow all the astronomical consequences of his

ideas. Thus Newton had to develop his own mathemati-

cal system, now known as the differential and integral

calculus, largely in order to answer the problems raised

by his theory of universal gravitation. Therefore it

seems reasonable, and not only from the historical point

of view, to include in this book a discussion of the

elementary principles of calculus, a decision which

accounts for a rather large number of mathematical

formulas in the third chapter. The reader who has the

grit to concentrate on that chapter will certainly profit

by it as a basis for his further study of physics. On the

other hand, those who are frightened by mathematical

formulas can skip that chapter without much damage

to a general understanding of the subject. But if you

want to learn physics, please do try to understand

Chapter 3!

University of Colorado

January 13, 1961

George Gamow
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The notion of “up” and “down” dates back to time

immemorial, and the statement that “everything that

goes up must come down” could have been coined by

a Neanderthal man. In olden times, when it was be-

lieved that the world was flat, “up” was the direction

to Heaven, the abode of the gods, while “down” was

the direction to the Underworld. Everything which was

not divine had a natural tendency to fall down, and a

fallen angel from Heaven above would inevitably finish

in Hell below. And, although great astronomers of

ancient Greece, like Eratosthenes and Aristarchus,

presented the most persuasive arguments that the Earth

was round, the notion of absolute up-and-down direc-

tions in space persisted through the Middle Ages and

was used to ridicule the idea that the Earth could be

spherical. Indeed, it was argued that if the Earth were

round, then the antipodes, the people living on the

opposite side of the globe, would fall off the Earth into

empty space below, and, far worse, all ocean water

would pour off the Earth in the same direction.

When the sphericity of the Earth was finally estab-

lished in the eyes of everyone by Magellan’s round-the-

world trip, the notion of up-and-down as an absolute

direction in space had to be modified. The terrestrial

globe was considered to be resting at the center of the
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Universe while all the celestial bodies, being attached
to crystal spheres, circled around it. This concept of
the Universe, or cosmology, stemmed from the Greek
astronomer Ptolemy and the philosopher Aristotle. The
natural motion of all material objects was toward the
center of the Earth, and only Fire, which had something
divine in it, defied the rule, shooting upward from burn-
ing logs. For centuries Aristotelian philosophy and
scholasticism dominated human thought. Scientific ques-
tions were answered by dialectic arguments (i.e., by
just talking), and no attempt was made to check, by
direct experiment, the correctness of the statements
made. For example, it was believed that heavy bodies
fall faster than light ones, but we have no record from
those days of an attempt to study the motion of falling

bodies. The philosophers5 excuse was that free fall was
too fast to be followed by the human eye.

The first truly scientific approach to the question of
how things fall was made by the famous Italian scientist

Galileo Galilei (1564—1642) at the time when science
and art began to stir from their dark sleep of the Middle
Ages. According to the story, which is colorful but
probably not true, it all started one day when young
Galileo was attending a Mass in the Cathedral of Pisa,
and absent-mindedly watched a candelabrum swinging
to and fro after an attendant had pulled it to the side
to light the candles (Fig. 1). Galileo noticed that
although the successive swings became smaller and
smaller as the candelabrum came to rest, the time of
each swing (oscillation period) remained the same.
Returning home, he decided to check this casual ob-
servation by using a stone suspended on a string and
measuring the swing period by counting his pulse. Yes,
he was right; the period remained almost the same while
the swings became shorter and shorter. Being of an
inquisitive turn of mind, Galileo started a series of
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Fig. 1. A candelabrum (a) and a stone on a rope (b)

swing with the same period if the suspensions are equally

long.

experiments, using stones of different weights and

strings of different lengths. These studies led him to an

astonishing discovery. Although the swing period de-

pended on the string’s length (being longer for longer
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strings), it was quite independent of the weight of the

suspended stone. This observation was definitely con-

tradictory to the accepted dogma that heavy bodies fall

faster than light ones. Indeed, the motion of a pendulum

is nothing but the free fall of a weight deflected from a

vertical direction by a restriction imposed by a string,

which makes the weight move along an arc of a circle

with the center in the suspension point (Fig. 1).

If light and heavy objects suspended on strings of

equal length and deflected by the same angle take equal

time to come down, then they should also take equal

time to come down if dropped simultaneously from the

same height. To prove this fact to the adherents of the

Aristotelian school, Galileo climbed the Leaning Tower

of Pisa or some other tower (or perhaps deputized a

pupil to do it) and dropped two weights, a light and a

heavy one, which hit the ground at the same time, to

the great astonishment of his opponents (Fig. 2).

There seems to be no official record concerning this

demonstration, but the fact is that Galileo was the man
who discovered that the velocity of free fall does not

depend on the mass of the falling body. This statement

was later proved by numerous, much more exact experi-

ments, and, 272 years after Galileo’s death, was used

by Albert Einstein as the foundation of his relativ-

istic theory of gravity, to be discussed later in this

book.

It is easy to repeat Galileo’s experiment without

visiting Pisa. Just take a coin and a small piece of paper

and drop them simultaneously from the same height to

the floor. The coin will go down fast, while the piece

of paper will linger in the air for a much longer period

of time. But if you crumple the piece of paper and roll it

into a little ball, it will fall almost as fast as the coin.

If you had a long glass cylinder evacuated of air, you

would see that a coin, an uncrumpled piece of paper,
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Fig. 2. Galileo’s experiment in Pisa.

and a feather would fall inside the cylinder at exactly

the same speed.

The next step taken by Galileo in the study of falling

bodies was to find a mathematical relation between the

time taken by the fall and the distance covered. Since

the free fall is indeed too fast to be observed in detail
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by the human eye, and since Galileo did not possess

such modem devices as fast movie cameras, he decided

to “dilute” the force of gravity by letting balls made of

different materials roll down an inclined plane instead

of falling straight down. He argued correctly that, since

the inclined plane provides a partial support to heavy

objects placed on it, the ensuing motion should be simi-

lar to free fall except that the time scale would be

lengthened by a factor depending on the slope. To

measure time he used a water clock, a device with a

spigot that could be turned on and off. He could meas-

ure intervals of time by weighing the amounts of water

that poured out the spigot in different intervals. Galileo

marked the successive position of the objects rolling

down an inclined plane at equal intervals of time.

You will not find it difficult to repeat Galileo’s

experiment and check on the results he obtained.*

Take a smooth board 6 feet long and lift one end

of it 2 inches from the floor, placing under it a couple

of books (Fig. 3a). The slope of the board will be

2 1= — , and this will also be the factor by which
6X12 36

the gravity force acting on the object will be reduced.

Now take a metal cylinder (which is less likely to roll

off the board than a ball) and let it go, without pushing,

from the top end of the board. Listen to a ticking clock

or a metronome (such as music students use) and mark

the position of the rolling cylinder at the end of the first,

second, third, and fourth seconds. (The experiment

should be repeated several times to get these positions

exact.) Under these conditions, consecutive distances

from the top end will be 0.53, 2.14, 4.82, 8.5, and 13.0

* Not being an experimentalist, the author is not able to

say, on the basis of his own experience, how easy it is to do

Galileo’s experiment. He has heard from various sources, how-

ever, that this is, in fact, not so easy and would recommend
that the readers of this book try their skill at it.
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inches. We notice, as Galileo did, that distances at the

end of the second, third, and fourth seconds are respec-

tively 4, 9, 16, and 25 times the distance at the end of

the first second. This experiment proves that the veloc-

GL

Fig. 3. (a) A rolling cylinder on an inclined plane; (b)

Galileo’s method of integration.

ity of free fall increases in such a way that the dis-

tances covered by a moving object increase as the

squares of the time of travel. (4 = 22 ; 9 — 32 ;
16 =

42
;
25 = 52

) Repeat the experiment with a wooden
cylinder, and a still lighter cylinder made of balsa wood,

and you will find that the speed of travel and the dis-
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tances covered at the end of consecutive time intervals

remain the same.

The problem that then faced Galileo was to find the

law of change of velocity with time, which would lead

to the distance-time dependence stated above. In Ms
book Dialogue Concerning Two New Sciences Galileo

wrote that the distances covered would increase as the

squares of time if the velocity of motion was propor-

tional to the first power of time. In Fig. 3b we give a

somewhat modernized form of Galileo’s argument. Con-

sider a diagram in which the velocity of motion v is

plotted against time t. If v is directly proportional to t

we will obtain a straight line running from (o;o) to

( t;v ). Let us now divide the time interval from o to t

into a large number of very short time intervals and

draw vertical lines as shown in the figure, thus forming

a large number of thin tall rectangles. We now can

replace the smooth slope corresponding to the continu-

ous motion of the object with a kind of staircase repre-

senting a jerky motion in which the velocity abruptly

changes by small increments and remains constant for a

short time until the next jerk takes place. If we make
the time intervals shorter and shorter and their number
larger and larger, the difference between the smooth

slope and the staircase will become less and less notice-

able and will disappear when the number of divisions

becomes infinitely large.

During each short time interval the motion is

assumed to proceed with a constant velocity corre-

sponding to that time, and the distance covered is equal

to this velocity multiplied by the time interval. But since

the velocity is equal to the height of the thin rectangle,

and the time interval to its base, this product is equal

to the area of the rectangle.

Repeating the same argument for each thin rectangle,

we come to the conclusion that the total distance
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covered during the time interval (o,t) is equal to the

area of the staircase or, in the limit, to the area of the

triangle ABC. But this area is one-half of the rectangle

ABCD which, in its turn, is equal to the product of its

base t by its height v. Thus, we can write for the dis-

tance covered during the time t:

where u is the velocity at the time t. But, according to

our assumption, v is proportional to t so that:

v ~ at

where a is a constant known as acceleration or the rate

of change of velocity. Combining the two formulas, we

obtain:

s = ]- at2

2

which proves that distance covered increases as the

square of time.

The method of dividing a given geometrical figure

into a large number of small parts and considering what

happens when the number of these parts becomes

infinitely large and their size infinitely small, was used

in the third century b.c. by the Greek mathematician

Archimedes in his derivation of the volume of a cone

and other geometrical bodies. But Galileo was the first

to apply the method to mechanical phenomena, thus

laying the foundation for the discipline which later, in

the hands of Newton, grew into one of the most im-

portant branches of the mathematical sciences.

Another important contribution of Galileo to the

young science of mechanics was the discovery of the

principle of superposition of motion. If we should throw

a stone in a horizontal direction, and if there were no

gravity, the stone would move along a straight line as
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a ball does on a billiard table. If, on the other hand, we
just dropped the stone, it would fall vertically with the
increasing velocity we have described. Actually, we
have the superposition of two motions: the stone moves
horizontally with constant velocity and at the same
time falls in an accelerated way. The situation is repre-

Fig. 4. A combination of horizontal motion with con-
stant velocity, and vertical, uniformly accelerated motion.

sented graphically in Fig. 4 where the numbered hori-

zontal and vertical arrows represent distances covered
in the two kinds of motion. The resulting positions of
the stone can also be given by the single (white-headed)
arrows, which become longer and longer and turn
around the point of origin .
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Arrows like these that show the consecutive positions

of a moving object in respect to the point of origin are

called displacement vectors and are characterized by

their length and their direction in space. If the object

undergoes several successive displacements, each being

described by the corresponding displacement vector,

the final position can be described by a single displace-

ment vector called the sum of the original displacement

vectors. You just draw each succeeding arrow beginning

from the end of the previous one (Fig. 4), and connect

the end of the last arrow with the beginning of the first

by a straight line. In plain words for a trivial example,

a plane which flew from New York City to Chicago,

from Chicago to Denver, and from Denver to Dallas,

could have gone from New York City to Dallas by flying

a straight course between the two cities. An alternative

way of adding two vectors is to draw both arrows from

the same point, complete the parallelogram and draw

its diagonal as shown in Fig. 5a and b. Comparing the

two drawings, one is easily persuaded that they both

lead to the same result.

The notion of displacement vectors and their

additions can be extended to other mechanical quanti-

ties which have a certain direction in space. Imagine an

aircraft carrier making so many knots on a north-north-

west course, and a sailor running across its deck from

starboard to port at the speed of so many feet per

minute. Both motions can be represented by arrows

pointing in the direction of motion and having lengths

proportional to the corresponding velocities (which

must of course be expressed in the same units). What
is the velocity of the sailor in respect to water? All we
have to do is to add the two velocity vectors according

to the rules, i.e., by constructing the diagonal of a

parallelogram defined by the two original vectors.

Forces, too, can be represented by vectors showing
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c.
Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Two ways to add vectors; (c) Forces
acting on a cylinder placed on an inclined plane.

the direction of the acting force and the amount of
effort applied, and can be added according to the same
rule. Let us consider, for example, the vector of the

gravity force acting on an object placed on an inclined

plane (Fig. 5c). This vector is directed vertically down,
of course, but reversing the method of adding vectors,

we can represent it as the sum of two (or more)
vectors pointing in given directions. In our example we
want one component to point in the direction of the
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inclined plane and another perpendicular to it as shown

in the figure. We notice that the rectangular triangles

ABC (geometry of the inclined plane), and abc (formed

by vectors F, Fp and Ff ) are similar, having equal

angles at A and a respectively. It follows from Euclidian

geometry that

Fz _ BC
F AC

and this equation justifies the statement we made con-

cerning Galileo’s experiment with the inclined plane.

Using the data obtained by experiments with inclined

planes, one can find that the acceleration of free fall is

inches
386.2 ——- (you probably are familiar with the

sec-

equivalent expression “32.2 feet per second per sec-

cm
ond”) or in the metric system, 981 —- . This value

sec2

varies slightly with the latitude on the Earth’s surface,

and the altitude above sea level.





Chapter 2

THE APPLE AND THE MOON





The story that Isaac Newton discovered the Law of

Universal Gravity by watching an apple fall from a tree

(Fig. 6) may or may not be as legendary as the stories

about Galileo’s watching the candelabrum in the

Cathedral of Pisa or dropping weights from the Leaning

Tower, but it enhances the role of apples in legend and

history. Newton’s apple rightfully has a place with the

apple of Eve, which resulted in the expulsion from

Paradise, the apple of Paris, which started the Trojan

War, and the apple of William Tell, which figured in

the formation of one of the world’s most stable and

peace-loving countries. There is no doubt that when the

twenty-three-year-old Isaac was contemplating the

nature of gravity, he had ample opportunity to observe

falling apples; at the time he was staying on a farm in

Lincolnshire to avoid the Great Plague, which de-

scended on London in 1665 and led to the temporary

closing of Cambridge University. In his writings Newton
remarks: “During this year I began to think of gravity

extending to the orb of the Moon, and compared the

force requisite to keep the Moon in her orb with the

forces of gravity at the surface of the Earth.” His argu-

ments concerning this subject, given later in his book

Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, run

roughly as follows: If, standing on the top of a moun-
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tain we shoot a bullet in a horizontal direction, its

motion will consist of two components: a) horizontal

motion with the original muzzle velocity; b) an acceler-

ated free fall under the action of gravity force. As a

result of superposition of these two motions, the bullet

will describe a parabolic trajectory and hit the ground

some distance away. If the Earth were flat, the bullet

would always hit the Earth even though the impact

might be very far away from the gun. But since the

Earth is round, its surface continuously curves under

the bullet’s path, and, at a certain limiting velocity, the

bullet’s curving trajectory will follow the curvature of

the globe. Thus, if there were no air resistance, the

bullet wmuld never fall to the ground but would con-

tinue circling the Earth at a constant altitude. This was

the first theory of an artificial satellite, and Newton
illustrated it with a drawing very similar to those we
see today in popular articles on rockets and satellites.

Of course, the satellites are not shot from the tops of

mountains, but are first lifted almost vertically beyond

the limit of the terrestrial atmosphere, and then given

the necessary horizontal velocity for circular motion.

Considering the motion of the Moon as a continuous

fall which all the time misses the Earth, Newton could

calculate the force of gravity acting on the Moon’s
material. This calculation, in somewhat modernized

form, runs as follows:

Consider the Moon moving along a circular orbit

around the Earth (Fig. 7). Its position at a certain

moment is M, and its velocity perpendicular to the

radius of the orbit is v. If the Moon were not attracted

by the Earth, it would move along a straight line, and,

after a short time interval. At, would be in position M'
with MM' = vAt. But there is another component of

the Moon’s motion; namely, the free fall toward the

Earth. Thus, its trajectory curves and, instead of arriv-
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ing at M', it arrives at the point M" on its circular orbit,
and the stretch M'M" is the distance it has fallen toward
the Earth during the time interval At. Now, consider the
right triangle EMM' and apply to it the Pythagorean
theorem, which says that in a right triangle the square
on the side opposite the right angle is equal to the sum
of the squares on the other two sides. We obtain

(EM” + WMT)2 = EM* + MM'2

or, opening the parenthesis:

EM"2 + 2EM" • M"M' + M"M'2 — 'EM2 + WM'2
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Since EM" = EM, we cancel these terms on. both sides

of the equation, and, dividing by 2EM we obtain:

M"M' +
M"M'2

2EM
MM'2

2EM

Now comes an important argument. If we consider

shorter and shorter time intervals, M"M' becomes

correspondingly smaller, and both terms on the left

side come closer and closer to zero. But, since the

second term contains the square of M"M' it goes to zero

faster than the first; in fact, if M"M' takes the values:

1
.

1 1

10 ’ 100 ’ 1000
’

its square becomes:

! 1

100 ’ 10,000 ’

Thus, for sufficiently small time intervals we may
neglect the second term on the left as compared with

the first, and write:

1

1,000,000
’ etc.

M"M' = MM'2

2EM
which will be exactly correct, of course, only when
M"M' is infinitesimally small.

Since MM' = vAt and EM = R, we can rewrite the

above as

"""'“KsV
In discussing Galileo’s studies of the law of fall, we have

seen that the distance traveled during the time inter-

val At is -aAt2
,
where a is the acceleration, so that.
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comparing the two expressions, we conclude that —
R

represents the acceleration a with which the Moon
continuously falls toward the Earth, missing it all the

time.

Thus we can write for that acceleration:

where
v

is the angular velocity of the Moon in its orbit. Angular

velocity <o (the Greek letter omega) of any rotational

motion is very simply connected with the rotation

period T. In fact, we can rewrite the formula as:

a =
2xv

2xR
2T

V

s

where s = 2xR is the total length of the orbit. Ap-

parently the rotation period T is equal to - so that
v

the formula becomes:

2x
oi = —

T

The Moon takes 27.3 days, or 2.35 -106 seconds, for a

complete revolution around the Earth. Substituting this

value for T in the expression, we get:

« = 2.67 • 10-6—
sec

Using this value for <o and taking R = 384,400 km =
3.844 -10 10 cm, Newton obtained for the acceleration

of the falling Moon the value 0.27 cm/sec2 which is

3640 times smaller than the acceleration 981 cm/sec2

on the surface of the Earth. Thus, it became clear that
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the force of gravity decreases with the distance from

the Earth, but what is the law governing this decrease?

The failing apple is at the distance 6371 km from the

center of the Earth and the Moon is at the distance

384.400 km, i.e., 60.1 times farther. Comparing the

two ratios 3640 and 60.1, Newton noticed that the first

is almost exactly equal to the square of the second. This

meant that the law of gravity is very simple: the force of

attraction decreases as the inverse square of the dis-

tance.

But, if the Earth attracts the apple and the Moon,

why not assume that the Sun attracts the Earth and

other planets, keeping them in their orbits? And then

there should also be an attraction between individual

planets disturbing, in turn, their motions around the

central body of the system. And, if so, two apples

should also attract each other, though the force between

them may be too weak to be noticed by our senses.

Clearly this force of universal gravitational attraction

must depend on the masses of the interacting bodies.

According to one of the basic laws of mechanics formu-

lated by Newton, a given force acting on a certain

material body communicates to this body an accelera-

tion which is proportional to the force and inversely

proportional to the mass of the body; indeed, it takes

twice as much effort to bring up to the same speed a

body with double mass. Thus, from Galileo’s finding

that all bodies, independent of their weight, fall with

the same acceleration in the field of gravity, one must

conclude that the forces pulling them down are pro-

portional to their mass; i.e., to the resistance to accelera-

tion. And, if so, gravitational force might also be

expected to be proportional to the mass of another

body. Gravitational attraction between the Earth and

the Moon is very large because both bodies are very

massive. The attraction between the Earth and an apple
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is much weaker because the apple is so small, and the

attraction between two apples must be quite negligible.

By using arguments of that kind, Newton came to the

formulation of the Law of Universal Gravity, according

to which every two material objects attract each other

with a force proportional to the product of their masses,

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between them. If we write Mi and M2 for the masses of

two interacting bodies, and R for the distance between

them, the force of gravitational interaction will be ex-

pressed by a simple formula:

GM1M2=
R2

where G (for gravity) is a universal constant.

Newton did not live to witness a direct experimental

proof of his law of attraction between two bodies each

not much larger than an apple, but three-quarters of

a century after his death another talented Britisher,

Henry Cavendish, demonstrated the proof beyond argu-

ment. In order to prove the existence of gravitational

attraction between everyday-sized bodies, Cavendish

used very delicate equipment that in his day represented

the height of experimental skill but which can be found

today in most physics lecture rooms to impress

Newton’s law of gravity on the minds of freshmen. The
principle of the Cavendish balance is shown in Fig. 8.

A light bar with two small spheres attached at each end

is suspended on a long thread as thin as a cobweb, and

placed inside a glass box to keep air currents from

disturbing it. Outside the glass box are suspended two

very massive spheres which can be rotated around the

central axis. After the system comes to the state of

equilibrium, the position of the large sphere is changed,

and it is observed that the bar with the small spheres

turns through a certain angle as a result of gravitational



Fig. 8. The principle of the Cavendish balance (a), and

(b) Boys’ modification.

attraction to the large sphere. Measuring the deflection

angle and knowing the resistance of the thread to a

twist, Cavendish could estimate the force with which
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massive spheres acted on the little ones. From these

experiments he found that the numerical value of the

coefficient G in Newton’s formula is 6.66 X 10

~

8 if the

lengths, masses, and time are measured in centimeters,

grams, and seconds. Using this value, one can calculate

that the gravity force between two apples placed close

to each other is equivalent to the weight of one-billionth

of an ounce!

A modified form of the Cavendish experiment was

performed later by the British physicist C. V. Boys
(1855-1944).* After having balanced two equal

weights on the scales (Fig. 8) he placed a massive

sphere under one of the plates, and observed a slight

deflection; the attraction of the terrestrial globe on that

weight was augmented by the attraction of the massive

sphere. The observed deflection permitted Boys to

calculate the ratio of the mass of the sphere to the

mass of the Earth; the Earth, he found, weighs 6.1024

kilograms (kg).

* Author of Soap Bubbles and the Forces Which Mould
Them, Science Study Series.







It may seem hard to understand that Newton, having

obtained the basic ideas of Universal Gravity in the

very beginning of his scientific career, should have

withheld publication for about twenty years until he

was able to present a complete mathematical formula-

tion of the Theory of Universal Gravity in his famous

book, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica,

published in 1687.

The reason for such a long delay was that, although

Newton had clear ideas concerning the physical laws

of gravity, he lacked the mathematical methods neces-

sary for the development of all the consequences of

his fundamental law of interaction between the material

bodies. The mathematical knowledge of his time was

inadequate for the solution of the problems which arose

in connection with gravitational interaction between

material bodies. For example, in the treatment of the

Earth-Moon problem described in the previous chapter,

Newton had to assume that the force of gravity is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between the centers of these two bodies. But when an

apple is attracted by the terrestrial globe, the force

pulling it down is composed of an infinite number of

different forces caused by the attraction of rocks at
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various depths under the roots of the apple tree, by

the rocks of the Himalayas and the Rocky Mountains,

by the waters of the Pacific Ocean, and by the molten

central iron core of the Earth. In order to make the

previously given derivation of the ratio of forces with

which the Earth acts on the apple and on the Moon
mathematically immaculate, Newton had to prove that

all these forces add up to a single force which would be

present if all the mass of the Earth were concentrated

in its center.

This problem, similar to but much more complicated

than Galileo’s problem concerning the motion of a

particle with constantly increasing velocity, was beyond

the mathematical resources of Newton’s time, and he

had to develop his own mathematics. In doing so he laid

the foundation for what is now known as the calculus of

infinitesimals, or, simply, Calculus. This branch of

mathematics, which is today an absolute “must” in the

study of all physical sciences and is becoming more and

more important in biology and other fields, differs from

classical mathematical disciplines by using a method in

which the lines, the surfaces, and the volumes of classi-

cal geometry are divided into a very large number of

very small parts, and one considers the interrelations in

the limiting case when the size of each subdivision goes

to zero. We already have encountered such kinds of

argumentation in Newton’s derivation of the accelera-

tion of the Moon (p. 39) where the second term on the

left side of the equation can be neglected as compared

with the first term if we consider the change of the

Moon’s position during a vanishingly short time interval.

Let us consider a general kind of motion in which the

coordinate x of a moving object is given as a function

of time, t. In everyday language this means that the

value of x changes in some regular way as the value of

t changes. In the simplest case x may be proportional
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to t, and we write:

x — At

in which the A is a constant that makes the two sides of

the equation equal.

This case is trivial. We take two moments of time t

and t + At where At is a small increment which is later

to be made equal to zero. The distance traveled

during this time interval is apparently:

A(t + At) — At = AAt

and, dividing it by At we get exactly A. In this case we
do not even need to make At infinitesimally small since

it cancels out of the equation. Thus, we get for the time

rate of change of x, or the “fluxion of x” as Newton
called it:

x = A

where a dot placed above the variable denotes its rate

of change.

Let us now take a somewhat more complicated case

given by:

x = At2

Taking again the values of x for t and t + At, we
obtain:

A(t + At)2 — At2

and, opening the parenthesis gives:

At2 + 2AtAt + At2 — At2 = 2AtAt + At2

Dividing this by At, we get a two-term expression:

2

A

r T At

When At becomes infinitesimally small the last term
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disappears and we have for the fluxion of x = At2
:

x = 2At

Turning to the case of

x = At3

we have to calculate the expression:

A(t + At)3 — At3

Multiplying (t + At) by itself three times and subtract-
ing At3

, we get:

A(t3 + 3t2At + 3tAt2 + At3) — At3 =

3At2At + 3AtAt2 + A At3

and dividing by Ar:

3At2 + 3AtAt + A At2

When At becomes infinitesimally small, the last two
terms vanish and we obtain for the fluxion of x — At3

:

x = 3At2

We can go on with x = At*, x = At5
, etc., obtaining

the fluxions 4At3
, 5At4

, etc. It is easy to notice the
general rule: the fluxion of x = At“ where n is an
integer number is equal to nAtn~ x

.

In the foregoing examples we calculate the fluxions

of the quantities which are changing in direct pro-
portion to time, to the square of time, the cube of time,
etc. But what about quantities which change in inverse
proportion to various powers of time? We know from
algebra that:

Using these negative exponents and proceeding as
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before, we find that the fluxions of

x = At- 1
; x = At- 2

; x = At~s
; etc.

are:

jc = —At~2
; x — —2At~3

; x = — 3/fr
-4

; etc.

The minus sign here stands because, in the case of

inverse proportionality, variable quantities decrease

with time, and the rate of change is negative. But the

general rule for calculating the fluxions remains the

same as in the case of direct proportionality: to get the

expression of the fluxion we multiply the original power

junction by its exponent, and reduce the value of the

exponent by one unit. The results of the foregoing dis-

cussion are summarized in a table below:

While x in Newton’s notations represents the rate of

change of x, X represents the rate of change of this rate

of change. Thus, for example, if x = At3
,

x = 3At 2 and x — 3At2 = 3A 2t = 6At

Similarly x, which is the rate of change of the rate of

change of the rate of change, will be, in the same case:

x — 6At = 6A

We can now try these simple rales on Galileo’s

formula for the free fall of material bodies. In Chapter 1

we found that the distance s covered at the time t is

given by

s = \ at2

2

Since the velocity v is the rate of change of position, we
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v = s = - a 2t = at

which says that the velocity is simply proportional to
time. For the acceleration a, which is the rate of chanse
of velocity (or the rate of change of the rate of change
of position), we have:

a = s = v — a

which is, of course, a trivial result.

Before we leave this subject, we must notice that
Newton’s fluxion notations are very seldom used in the
books of today. At the same time that Newton was
developing his method of fluxions now known as differ-

ential calculus, a German mathematician, Gottfried W.
Leibniz, was working along the same lines using, how-
ever, a somewhat different terminology and system of
notations. What Newton called first, second, etc.,

fluxions, Leibniz called first, second, etc., derivatives,
and, instead of writing x; x; x; etc., he wrote:

dx
_

d2x d3x

dt ’
~dri’ dF ; etc‘

But the mathematical content of the two systems is,

of course, the same.

While differential calculus considers the relation
between the parts of geometrical figures when these
parts become infinitely small, integral calculus has an
exactly opposite task: the integration of infinitely small
parts into geometrical figures of final size. We en-
countered this method in Chapter 1 when we described
Galileo’s method of adding up a very large number of
very thin rectangles, the area of which represented the
motion of a particle during a very short time interval.

Similar methods were used before Galileo by Greek
mathematicians for finding volumes of cones and other



Fig. 9. Integration of (a) arbitrary function; (b) quad-

ratic function; (c) cubic function.

simple geometrical figures, but the general method for

solving such kinds of problems was not known.

To understand the relation between differential and

integral calculus, let us consider the motion of a point
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whose velocity is given by the function v(t) as shown in

Fig. 9. Using the same arguments as in the simple case

represented in Fig. 3, we conclude that the distance s

traveled during the time t is given by the area under the

velocity curve. The rate of change of 5 at any particular

moment is given by the velocity of motion at that

moment, so that we can write:

ds
s = v or — = u

dt

in Newton’s and Leibniz’ notations, respectively. Thus,

if v is given as the function of time, s must be such a

function of time that its fluxion (or derivative) is equal

to v. In the case of uniformly accelerated motion:

v = at

so that we have to find a function of time the fluxion of

which is equal to at. Consulting the table on p. 53, we
find that the fluxion of At

-

is 2At, so that the derivative

of - At2 is equal to At. Thus, writing a instead of A, we

find that s = -at2 . This is, of course, the same result
2

that Galileo had obtained from purely geometrical con-

siderations.

But let us consider two more complicated cases, one

in which the velocity increases as the square of time

and another in which it increases as the cube of time.

For these two cases we must write:

v = bt2 and v — ct3

These two cases are represented by graphs in Fig. 9,

and, just as in the previous simple example, the

distances traveled are represented by the areas under

the curves. But, since we have here curving and not

straight lines, there is no simple geometrical rule show-

ing how to find these areas. Using Newton’s method, we
look again into the table on p. 53 and find that the
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derivatives of At3 and At4 are 3At- and 4At3
,
differing

from the given expressions of the velocities only by

the numerical coefficients. Thus, putting 3A =* b and

44 = Cj we find for the areas under the two curves:

St =
j
bt3 and 4 = ^

ct4

The method is quite general, and can be used for any

power of t, as well as for more complicated expressions

such as:

u = at + bt~ + ct3

for which we get:

s = ^
at2 + j

bt s + ^
ct4

From the discussion we see that integral calculus is

a reverse of differential calculus: the problem here is

to find the unknown function whose derivative is equal

to a given function. Thus, we can now rewrite the table

on p. 53, changing the order of the two lines, and

changing the numerical coefficients, in the form:

X — At-4 -, At~3
; At~2

; A; At; At2
;
At3

; etc.

X = - \
t~3

; - |
r-2; _At-i. At . ±

12.
j

(3; ± f- etc.

We say that x is an integral of x. In Newton’s notations

one writes:

x = (x)'

where the prime accent placed outside the parenthesis

counteracts the dot above the x. In Leibniz’ notations,

we write:

where the symbol in the front on the right side is nothing

but an elongated S standing for the word sum.
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Let us apply this new table to the same old example

of a uniformly accelerated motion. Since acceleration

is constant, we write:

from which it follows that:

x —
J

adt = at

Integrating a second time and consulting our new table,

we obtain:

x —J at dt —
^

f
2

i.e., the same result as obtained before. If acceleration

is not constant but, let us say, proportional to time, we
have:

x — bt

x —

x — f~ bt 2dt =~[

t

2dt — - t
s

J 2 2 J 6

Thus, in this case the distance covered by a moving
object would increase as the cube of time.

The elementary formulation of differential and
integral calculus can be extended into three dimensions,

when all three coordinates x, y, and z are present, but

this we leave to the reader who found the previous

discussion too easy.

Having developed the basic principles of calculus,

Newton applied them to the solution of problems which

stood in the way of his Theory of Universal Gravity

—

in the first place, to the problem of the gravity force
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exerted by the body of the Earth on any small material

object at any distance from its center. For this purpose

he divided the Earth into thin concentric shells, and

Fig. 10. (a) Gravitational force exerted by spherical

shell on the outside point; (b) same thing, only inside

instead of outside.

considered their gravitational action separately (Fig.

10). In order to use integral calculus we must divide

the surfaces of the shells into a large number of small
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regions of equal areas, and then calculate the gravi-

tational force exerted by each region on the object O in

accordance with the inverse square law. This analysis

leads to a very large number of force vectors applied to

the point O, and these vectors should be integrated ac-

cording to the rules of vector addition. The actual

solution of that problem is beyond the elementary prin-

ciples we have discussed, but Newton managed to solve

it. The result was that when the point O was outside the

spherical shell, all the vectors added up to form a single

vector equal to the gravity force which would exist if

the entire mass of the spherical shell were concentrated

in its center. In the case where point O was inside the

shell, the sum of all vectors was exactly zero, so that no
gravity force was acting on the object. This result solved

Newton’s trouble concerning the attractive force exerted

by the Earth on an apple, and justified the Law of

Universal Gravity he had stated when he was a young
man contemplating the riddles of nature in the orchard

on the Lincolnshire farm.







Now that we have learned a little bit of calculus, we

can try to apply it to the motion of natural and artificial

celestial bodies under the force of gravity. Let us first

calculate how fast a rocket should be shot from the

surface of the Earth in order to escape the bond of

terrestrial gravity. Consider furniture movers who have

to move a grand piano from the street level to a certain

floor in a high apartment building. Everybody will agree

(and especially the furniture movers) that to bring a

grand piano up three floors takes three times more work

than to bring it up one floor. The work of carrying

heavy pieces of furniture is also proportional to their

weight, and in carrying up six chairs one does six times

more work than in carrying up just one chair.

This is all very inconsequential, of course, but what

about the work necessary to raise a rocket sufficiently

high to put it into a prescribed orbit, or the work of

bringing it still higher so that it would drop down on

the Moon? In solving problems of this kind, we must

remember that the force of gravity decreases with the

distance from the center of the Earth; the higher we lift

the object the easier it will be to lift it still higher.

Fig. 1 1 shows the change of gravitational force with

the distance from the center of the Earth. In order to

calculate the total work needed to bring an object
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from the surface of the Earth (distance R0 from the

center) to the distance R, taking into account the con-

tinuous decrease of gravitational force, we divide the

Fig. 11. Decrease of gravitational force with distance

(R0 is the radius of the Earth).

distance from R0 to R into a large number of small

intervals dr, and consider the work done while covering

that distance. Since for a small variation of distance the

force of gravity can be considered as practically con-
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slant (remember the furniture movers), the work done

is the product of the force moving the object by the

distance moved; i.e., the area of the dashed rectangle

in Fig. 1 1 . Going to the limit of infinitely small displace-

ments, vve conclude that the total work of lifting an

object from R 0 to R is the area under the curve repre-

senting the force of attraction, or, in the notations of

the previous chapter, the integral:

W -/*GMm
r R

dr = GMm
/
— dr

JRo r‘

(Since constants are not affected in the process of

integration, we can remove GMm from under the

integral sign and multiply it with the final result of

integration.) Looking into the table on p. 57, we find

that the integral of — is — (since the derivative

I i\
r r \

of - is —- ) . Thus the work done is

:

r r 2J

m GMm ( GMm\ / 1 1\—
-(—S') iO

The expression

(referring to the unit mass to be lifted) is known as

gravitational potential, and we say that the work done

to lift a unit mass from the surface of the Earth to a

certain distance out in space is equal to the difference

of the gravitational potential at these two places.

Such simple considerations were known to Newton

in the very early stages of his studies, but he faced a

much more difficult job of explaining the exact laws of

the motion of planets around the Sun, and of the plane-

tary satellites—laws that were discovered more than

half a century before Newton by a German astronomer,
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Johannes Kepler. In studying the motion of planets in

respect to fixed stars, Kepler had data obtained by his

teacher, Tycho Brahe. Kepler found that the orbits oj

all planets are ellipses with the Sun located in one oj

the two foci. The ancient Greek mathematicians defined

die ellipse as the cross section of a cone cut by a plane

inclined to the cone’s axis; the larger the inclination of

the plane the more elongated the ellipse. If the plane is

perpendicular to the axis, the ellipse degenerates into

a circle. Another equivalent definition of an ellipse is

a closed curve having the property that the sum of the

distances of each of its points from two fixed points on

the longer axis, the foci, is always the same. This defini-

tion gives a convenient method of drawing an ellipse

by means of two pins and a string as shown in Fig. 12.

The second law of Kepler states that the motion of

planets along their elliptical orbits proceeds in such a

way that an imaginary line connecting the Sun with the

planet sweeps over equal areas of the planetary orbit

in equal intervals of time (Fig. 12).

Finally, the third law, which Kepler published nine

years later, states that the square of periods of revolution

of different planets stand in the same ratio as the cubes

of their mean distances from the Sun. Thus, for

example, the distances of Mercury, Venus, Mars, and

Jupiter, expressed in terms of the distance of the Earth

from the Sun (the so-called “astronomical unit” of

distance), are 0.387; 0.723; 1.524; 5.203, while their

rotation periods are 0.241; 0.615; 1.881, and 11.860

years, respectively. Taking the cubes of the first

sequence of numbers (distances) and the squares of

the second sequence (periods), we obtain identical

numerical results, namely: 0.0580; 0.3785; 3.5396;

and 140.85.

In his early studies Newton considered, for simplicity,

the orbit of the Moon to be exactly circular, and this
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approximation led him to the comparatively elementary

derivation of the law of gravity as presented in Chapter

2. But, having made this first step, he had to prove that

if the Law of Universal Gravity is exactly correct, plane-

Fig. 12. (a) A simple way to draw an ellipse; (b) the

second law of Kepler.

tary orbits deviating from circles must be ellipses with

the Sun in one of the foci. The same goes, of course,

for the Moon, since its orbit is not exactly a circle but

an ellipse. Newton could not establish a proof by the

classical geometry of circles and straight lines exclu-

sively, and, as discussed earlier, he developed the

differential calculus essentially for the purpose of deal-
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ing with that problem. The elements of differential

calculus given in the previous chapter do not suffice to

reproduce Newton’s proof that planetary orbits should

be ellipses, but it is hoped that this discussion will help

the reader at least to understand how Newton solved

that problem. In Fig. 13 we show the motion of a planet

Fig. 13. The forces acting on the motion of a planet

along its elliptical trajectory.

along a certain trajectory OO' with a certain velocity v.

For motions of such kinds it is convenient to describe

the position of the planet at any moment by giving its

distance r from the Sun, and the angle 6 (theta) which

the line drawn from the Sun to the planet (radius vec-

tor) forms with some fixed direction in space, say the

direction to some fixed star somewhere in the plane of

the ecliptic. While the position of the planet is given by

the coordinates r and theta, the rate of change of its posi-

tion is given by the fluxions /• and 6, and the rate of

change of the rate of change (i.e. acceleration) by the
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, _ , GMm
second fluxions: r and 8. The gravity force F = —

rz

acting on the planet is, generally speaking, not per-

pendicular to its orbit as it would be in circular motion.

Thus, using the rule of addition of forces, we can break

the motion up into two components: one, Ft
directed

along the orbit, and another, Ft perpendicular to it.*

Having done this, and using Newton’s basic law of

mechanics, which states that acceleration of motion in

any direction is proportional to the component of the

force acting in that direction, one obtains the so-called

differential equations of the motion of the planet. These

equations give the relations between coordinates r and

0, their fluxions r and 6, and their second fluxions

r and S. The rest is nothing but pure mathematics

—

just finding how r and 8 must depend on time in order

that their first and second fluxions, as well as them-

selves, satisfy the differential equations. And the answer

is that motion must proceed along an ellipse with the

Sun in a focus in such a way that the radius vector

sweeps equal areas during equal intervals of time.

While we were able here to give only a “descriptive”

derivation of the first two laws of Kepler, we can give an

exact derivation of his third law, making a simplifying

assumption that planetary orbits are circular. In fact,

we have seen in Chapter 2 that the centripetal (directed

toward a center) acceleration of circular motion is

v2/R where v is the velocity of the moving body and

R the radius of the orbit. Since the centripetal accelera-

tion multiplied by mass must be equal to the force of

gravitational attraction, we may write:

mv2 GMm
~~R

=
R2

* Indices l and t stand for the words longitudinal and trans-

versal.
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On the other hand, since the length of the circular orbit

is 2irR, the period T of one revolution is apparently

given by the formula:

T =
27rR

V

from which follows

2irR

Substituting this value of v in the first equation we
obtain:

m4r2R2 GMm
T2R ~ R2

or, rearranging and canceling m on both sides:

4%2Rz = GMT2

Well, that’s all there is to it! The formula says that

the cubes of R are proportional to the squares of T,

which is exactly the third law of Kepler.

By a more elaborate application of calculus one can

show that the same law holds also for a more general

case of elliptical orbits.

Thus, inventing mathematics necessary for the solu-

tion of his problem, Newton was able to show that the

motion of the members of the solar family does obey

his Law of Universal Gravity.



Chapter 5

THE EARTH AS A SPINNING TOP





Having solved the problem of how the forces of

terrestrial gravity hold the Moon in its orbit, and how
the gravity of the Sun makes the Earth, as well as other

planets, move around it along an elliptical trajectory,

Newton turned his attention to the question of the

influence which these two celestial bodies exert on the

rotation of our globe about its axis. He realized that

because of axial rotation the Earth must have the shape

of a compressed spheroid, since the gravity at equatorial

regions is partially compensated by centrifugal force.

Indeed, the equatorial radius of the Earth is 13 miles

longer than its polar radius, and acceleration of gravity

at the equator is 0.3 per cent less than at the poles.

Thus, the Earth can be considered as a sphere sur-

rounded by an equatorial bulge (shaded area in the

lower part of Fig. 14), which is about 13 miles thick

at the equator, coming down to zero at the poles. While

the gravitational forces of the Sun and the Moon acting

on the material of the spherical part of the Earth are

equivalent to a single force applied in the center, the

forces acting on the equatorial bulge do not balance

that way. Indeed, since gravity decreases with distance,

the force Fx acting on the part of the bulge which is

turned to the attracting body (Sun or Moon) is larger

than the force F2 acting on the opposite side. As a
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result, there appears a torque or twist-force, tending to

straighten the rotational axis of the Earth, making it

perpendicular to the plane of the Earth’s orbit (ecliptic)

or the plane of the orbit of the Moon. Why then does
the rotational axis of the Earth not turn in the way it

should under the action of these forces?
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To answer this question, we have to realize that our

globe is actually a giant spinning top, in its movement

like that amusing toy familiar to us all since childhood.

When set up in a fast rotation, the top does not fall

down, as it seemingly should, but maintains an inclined

position in respect to the floor, and while it spins, the

rotation axis describes a wide cone around the vertical

(upper right corner in Fig. 14). Only when, because of

friction, the spinning of the top slows down, will it fall

on the floor and roll under the sofa. A little more
elaborate model of the spinning top, used in classes on
theoretical mechanics, is shown in the upper half of

Fig. 14. It consists of a fork F which can rotate around

a vertical axis, supporting a bar A which can move
freely up and down around the suspension point. At the

free end of the bar is attached a flywheel W which ro-

tates with slight friction on ball bearings. If the wheel is

not in motion, the normal position of the system will be

with the bar sloping down and the wheel resting on the

table. If, however, we set the wheel in fast rotation,

things will run in an entirely different way, a way almost

unbelievable to a person who observes this phenomenon
for the first time. The bar and the wheel will not fall

down and, as long as the wheel spins, the wheel, the

bar, and the forked support will rotate slowly around

the vertical axis. This is the well-known principle of

the gyroscope, which has many practical applications,

among them the “gyroscopic compass,” steering ships

across the ocean and planes through air, and the

“gyroscopic stabilizers,” preventing roll and yaw in

rough weather.

Probably the most amusing application of the

gyroscope was made by a French physicist, Jean Perrin,

who packed a running aviation-gyro into a suitcase and

checked it at the Paris railroad station (commercial

airlines did not exist at that time). When the French
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equivalent of a redcap picked up the suitcase and,

walking through the station, tried to turn a comer, the

suitcase he carried refused to go along. When the

astonished redcap applied force, the suitcase turned

Fig. 15. Perrin’s experiment.

on its handle at an unexpected angle, twisting the

redcap’s wrist (Fig. 15). Shouting in French, “The
Devil himself must be inside!” the redcap dropped the

suitcase and ran away. A year later Jean Perrin received
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the Nobel Prize, not for his gyro-experimentation but

for his work on the thermal motion of molecules.

To understand the peculiar behavior of gyroscopes,

we must familiarize ourselves with the vector repre-

sentation of rotational motion. In Chapter 1 we saw that

the velocity of translatory motion can be represented

by an arrow (vector) drawn in the direction of the

motion and having a length proportional to the

velocity. For rotation a similar method is used. One
draws the arrow along the rotation axis, the length of

the arrow corresponding to the angular velocity meas-

ured in RPM (revolutions per minute) or any other

equivalent unit. The way in which the arrow points is

settled by the “right-hand screw” convention: if you put

the bent fingers of the right hand in the direction of

rotation, your thumb will show the correct direction of

the arrow. (This rule is also quite handy when you try

to unscrew the top of a glass jar or anything else.) In

the upper part of Fig. 14, vector S shows the rotational

velocity of the flywheel. The torque (the twist force)

due to gravity is shown by vector T running across the

fork’s hinges. Extending the laws of translatory motion

for the case of rotational motion, we would expect that

the rate of change of the velocity is proportional to the

applied torque. Thus, the effect of gravity on a spinning

top will be the change of rotational velocity given by

vector S, to that given by vector S', i.e., the rotation

around the vertical axis. And that is exactly what is

observed in the behavior of a spinning top.

The space relation between the angular velocity of

the flywheel, the torque, and the resulting motion is

shown by hands in Fig. 14. If you point the middle

finger of your right hand in the direction of the rotation

vector and the thumb in the direction of the torque

vector, the index finger will indicate the resulting rota-

tion of the system.
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The phenomenon we have just described is known as

precession and is common to all rotating bodies, be they

stars or planets, children’s toys, or electrons in an atom.

In the motion of the Earth precession is caused by

gravitational attraction of the Sun and the Moon, the

latter playing a primary role since, being less massive

than the Sun, it is much closer to the Earth. The com-

bined effect of lunar-solar precession turns the axis of

the Earth by 50 angular seconds per year, and causes

it to complete a full circle every 25,800 years. This

phenomenon, which is responsible for slow changes of

the dates on which the spring and fall begin (precession

of equinoxes), was discovered by the Greek astronomer

Hipparchus about 125 B.c., but the explanation had to

wait until Newton’s formulation of the Theory of

Universal Gravity.







Another and a more important influence of the Sun and

the Moon on the Earth is diurnal deformation of the

Earth’s body, most noticeable in the phenomenon of

ocean tides. Newton realized that periodic rise and fall

of the ocean level results from gravitational attraction

exerted by the Sun and the Moon on the ocean waters,

the influence of the Moon being considerably greater

because, even though it is much smaller than the Sun,

it is much, much closer to us. He argued that since

gravity forces decrease with distance, the pull exerted

on ocean water on the moonlit or sunlit side of our

globe is greater than that on the opposite side, and thus

must lift the water above the normal level.

Many people who hear for the first time this

explanation of ocean tides find it hard to understand

why there are two tidal waves, one on the side turned

toward the Moon or the Sun, and another on the oppo-

site side where ocean waters seem to move in the direc-

tion opposite to the gravitational pull. To explain this we

must discuss in some detail the dynamics of the Sun-

Earth-Moon system. If the Moon were fixed in a given

position, sitting on the top of a giant tower erected on

some part of the Earth’s surface, or if the Earth itself

were kept stationary at some point of its orbit by some

supernatural force, the ocean waters would indeed

collect on one side and there would be a lowering of
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ocean level on the opposite side. But since the Moon
revolves around the Earth, and the Earth revolves

around the Sun, the situation is quite different.

Let us consider first the solar tides. Since in its

motion around the Sun the Earth stays in one piece,

the linear velocity of the side turned toward the Sun

(F in Fig. 16a) is less than the linear velocity of the

center (C) of the Earth, which is in its turn lower than

the linear velocity of the rear side (R ). On the other

hand, as we have seen in Chapter 4, the linear velocities

of circular orbital motion under the action of solar

gravity must decrease with the distance from the Sun.

Thus, point F has less linear velocity than is needed

to maintain circular motion, and so will have the

tendency to be deflected toward the Sun, as indicated

by a dotted arrow at F in Fig. 16a. Similarly, the point

R has higher linear velocity than needed for its circular

orbit, and will have a tendency to move farther away
from the Sun (dotted arrow at R). Thus, if there were

no attraction between different parts of the material

forming the Earth, it would, be broken to pieces, which

would be spread in the form of a broad disc all over

the plane of the ecliptic. This does not happen, how-
ever, because the gravitational attraction G between

different parts of the Earth tends to hold it together.

As a compromise, our globe becomes elongated in the

direction of the orbital radius with two bulges on each

side.

Regarding lunar tides the argument is exactly the

same if one remembers that both the Earth and the

Moon move around the common center of gravity.

Since the Moon is about eighty times lighter than the

Earth, the common center of gravity between the two
bodies is one-eightieth of the distance from the center

of the Earth. Remembering that this distance equals

sixty Earth radii, we conclude that the center of gravity
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Fig. 16. (a) The origin of the tidal force; (b) the appar-

ent delay in the motion of celestial bodies.

of the Earth-Moon system is located at 60/80 = 3/4

of the Earth’s radius from its center. In spite of a quanti-

tative difference in geometry, the physical argument

remains the same. The waters of the Earth’s oceans

form two bulges, one directed to the common center
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of gravity (which is also the direction toward the Moon)
and the other in the opposite direction.

When Sun, Earth, and Moon are located on one
straight line—i.e., during the new- and full-moon
periods—the tidal action of the Moon and the Sun add
up and the tides are especially high. During the first

and last quarters, however, lunar high tides coincide
with solar low tides, and the total effect is reduced.

Since the Earth is not absolutely rigid, the lunar-solar
tidal forces deform its body, though these deformations
are considerably smaller than those in the liquid
envelope. The American physicist A. A. Michelson*
found from his experiments that every twelve hours the
surface of the Earth is deformed about one foot, as
compared with a four- to five-foot deformation of the
ocean’s surface. Since the deformations of the Earth’s
crust occur slowly and smoothly, we do not realize that
we live on a rocking foundation, but when we observe
the ocean tide rising at the shores of the continents, we
must remember that what we see is only the difference
between the vertical motion of land and water.

Ocean tides running around our globe experience
friction at the ocean bottom (especially in shallow
basins such as the Bering Sea) and also lose energy
colliding with continental shore lines. Two British
scientists, Sir Harold Jeffreys and Sir Geoffrey Taylor,
estimated that the total work done continuously by the
tides amounts to about two billion horsepower. As a
result of this dissipation of energy, the Earth slows in
its rotation about its axis, just as an automobile’s wheels
do when brakes are applied. Comparing this loss of
energy in tides with the total energy of the Earth’s
rotation, one finds that it slows down by 0.00000002
second per rotation; each day is two hundred millionths

* Michelson and the Speed of Light, Bernard Jaffe,
NriP.nf'f* QtltrJxr 1AZTA ’
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of a second longer than the previous one. This is a very

small change, and there is no way of measuring it from

today to tomorrow, or from New Year to New Year.

But the effect accumulates as the years go by. One
hundred years contain 36,525 days, so that a century

ago days were 0.0007 second shorter than now. On the

average, between then and now, the length of the day

was 0.00035 second shorter than at present. But, since

36,525 days have passed by, the total accumulated

error must be: 36,525 X 0.00035 = 14 seconds.

Fourteen seconds per century is a small figure, but it

is well within the accuracy of astronomical observations

and calculations. In fact, this slowing down of the rota-

tion of the Earth about its axis explains a discrepancy

which puzzled astronomers for a long time. Indeed,

comparing the positions of the Sun, Moon, Mercury,

and Venus in respect to the fixed stars, astronomers

noticed that they seemed systematically ahead of time

as compared with the position calculated a century ago

on the basis of celestial mechanics (Fig. 16b). If a TV
program starts fifteen minutes earlier than you expect

it to start, if you find a store closed when you arrive

less than fifteen minutes before closing time, and if you

miss a train when you were sure you would catch it,

you should not blame the radio station, the shop, and

the railroad, but you should blame your watch. It is

probably fifteen minutes slow. Similarly, the discrepancy

of fifteen seconds in timing astronomical events should

be ascribed to the slowing down of the Earth and not

to the speeding up of all celestial bodies. Until the

slowing down of the Earth’s rotation was realized,

astronomers used the Earth as the perfect clock. Now
they know better and introduce the correction caused

by tidal friction.

Early in this century the British astronomer George

Darwin, son of the famous author of Origin of the



Fig. 17. The angular momentum of a rotating or revolv-
ing body is (a) the product of the body’s mass (m), veloc-
ity (v), and its distance from the aids of rotation (r)
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Species, undertook a study of the problem of how, in

the long run, the loss of energy through tidal friction

affects the Earth-Moon system.

In order to understand Darwin’s argument we have

to be acquainted with an important mechanical quantity

known as the angular momentum of a revolving or a

rotating material body. Let us consider a mass m revolv-

ing with the velocity v around a fixed axis AA' at a

distance r from it (Fig. 17a). This may be the Earth

revolving around the Sun, the Moon revolving around

the Earth, or just a stone tied to a string in the hand of

a boy swinging it around. Angular momentum I is

defined as the product of the mass of the body, its

velocity, and its distance from the axis:

I = mvr

The situation becomes a little more complicated when

we consider a material body, be it a flywheel or the

Earth, that rotates around an axis passing through the

body’s center (Fig. 17b). While in the previous case

all parts of the body move with about the same velocity

(as long as the size of the body is small as compared

with the size of the orbit), various parts of a body

rotating around an axis passing through its center have

quite different velocities; the farther away a part of the

body is from the rotation axis, the faster it moves. In

the case of the Earth, for example, the points at the

equator have much greater velocities than the points

at the Arctic and Antarctic circles, and the points on

the poles do not move at all. How then can we define

Calculation of the angular momentum of a rotating rigid

body (b) is done by summing the angular momenta of an

infinite number of small pieces, such as dm, dm', dm",

etc. Change in velocity to conserve angular momentum is

illustrated in (c) and (d).
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angular momentum in such a case? The way to do it,

of course, is to use the integral calculus.

We divide the entire mass m of the body into a large

number of small pieces dm, dm', dm", etc., and calculate

the angular momentum for each of them. Three such

pieces shown in the figure are located at the distances

r, /, and r" from the axis and have the velocities v, /,

and v", which are, of course, proportional to these

distances. In order to obtain the angular momentum I

of the entire body, we have to integrate the angular

momenta of all the pieces by writing:

where the integration is extended over the entire body.

Using the calculus, one can show that

. 2
/-

5
-V

where r is the radius of the rotating body and vr is the

velocity of the points at its equator.

One of the basic laws of the classical mechanics

derived from Newton is the law of the conservation of

angular momentum, which states that if we have any

number of bodies rotating around their axes, and revolv-

ing around one another, the total angular momentum of

the system must always remain constant.

An elementary classroom demonstration of that law

can be carried out by using a gadget shown in the lower

part of Fig. 17. It consists of two weights at the ends

of two rods attached to the top of a vertical axis which

can rotate with very little friction in a socket S. A
special device (not shown in the picture) permits us at

will to lift the balls up (Fig. 17c) or to bring them down
(Fig. 17d).

Suppose, having the weights in the elevated position

(c), we spin the system around its axis, thus communi-
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eating to it a certain amount of angular momentum. The

angular momentum of each ball will be, according to

the previous definition, equal to mv^i where v1 and rt

have the meaning indicated in Fig. 17c. As the system

is spinning, we lower the balls to the position indicated

in Fig. 17d, so that their new distance r2 from the axis

becomes one-half of the previous distance rx . Since rmr

must not change, the decrease of r by a factor of 2 must

result in an increase of v by the same factor. Thus, the

law of conservation of angular momentum requires that

the velocities must be doubled and, indeed, one observes

in the second case that v2 = 2^.

This principle is used for the purpose of producing

astounding effects by circus acrobats, Ice Follies skaters,

etc. Rotating on a rope or on the ice surface at com-

paratively low speed with the hands extended laterally

in both directions, they suddenly bring their hands close

to their bodies and become glittering whirlpools.

Returning to the Earth-Moon system, we conclude

that the law of the conservation of angular momentum
requires that the slowing down of the rotation of the

Earth around its axis caused by tidal friction must

result in an equal increase of angular momentum of the

Moon in its orbital motion around the Earth.

How will this increase of angular momentum affect

the motion of the Moon? The angular momentum of

the Moon’s orbital motion is:

I = mvr

where m is the mass of the Moon, v its velocity, and r

the radius of the orbit. On the other hand, Newton’s

law of gravity, combined with the formula of centrifugal

force, gives us:

GMm mv2

r2 r
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where M is the mass of the Earth. Thus:

GM
r

v2

From this, and the above expression for /, follows:

I2

GMm 2

and:

GMm
V =

~T~

and the reader can take the author’s word for it, if he

is unable to reproduce the derivation. It follows from the

above formulas: the increase of the angular momentum
of the Moon in its motion around the Earth must result

in the increase of its distance from the Earth and the

decrease of its linear velocity.

From the observed slowing down of the Earth’s

rotation one can calculate that the recession of the Moon
amounts to one-third of an inch per rotation. Thus,

each time you see a new moon it is that much farther

away from you. One-third of an inch per month is a

tiny change as astronomical distances go, but, on the

other hand, the Earth-Moon system must have existed

for billions of years. Putting these figures together,

George Darwin found that between four and five billion

years ago the Earth and the Moon must have been very

close together, and he suggested that they may once

have been a single body (Earthoon or Moorth). The
breakup into two parts may have been caused by the

tidal force of solar gravity or by some other catastrophic

event lost in the long ago of the solar system. Darwin’s

hypothesis is a source of violent disagreement among
the scientists interested in the origin of the Moon. While
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some are ardent believers (if only because of its beauty),

others are bitter enemies.

A few more words may be said about the future of

the Moon as it can be calculated on the basis of

celestial mechanics. As a result of gradual recession,

the Moon eventually will get so far from the Earth that

it will become rather useless as a substitute for lanterns

at night. In the meantime solar tides gradually will slow

down the rotation of the Earth (provided the oceans

do not freeze up), and there will come the time when
the length of a day will be greater than the length of a

month. The friction of lunar tides then will tend to

accelerate the rotation of the Earth, and, by the law of

conservation of angular momentum, the Moon will begin

to return to the Earth until at last it will come as close

to the Earth as it was at birth. At this point the Earth’s

gravity forces will probably tear up the Moon into a

billion pieces, forming a ring similar to that of Saturn.

But the dates of these events, as given by celestial

mechanics, are so far off that the Sun probably will

have run out of its nuclear fuel and the entire planetary

system will be submerged in darkness.





Chapter 7

TRIUMPHS OF CELESTIAL MECHANICS





Within a century the seed planted by Newton’s

formulation of the Law of Universal Gravity and his

invention of calculus grew into a beautiful but dense

forest. In the calculations of the great French mathema-

ticians, such as Joseph Louis Legrange (1736-1813)

and Pierre Simon Laplace (1749-1827), celestial

mechanics reached a perfection never achieved before

in science. Starting from the simplicity of Kepler’s laws

of planetary motion, which would have been exact if

the planets moved exclusively under the action of solar

gravity, the theory progressed to a high degree of com-

plexity by taking into account the mutual interactions or

perturbations between the planets. Of course, since

planetary masses are much smaller than the mass of

the Sun, the perturbations of their motions because of

mutual gravitational interaction are very small, but it

must not be ignored if exactness comparable to that of

the precise astronomical measurements is to be attained.

These kinds of calculations take a tremendous amount

of time and labor (eased up today by the use of

electronic computers). For example, an American as-

tronomer, E. W. Brown, spent about two decades study-

ing several thousand terms in the long mathematical

series for computing data for his three volumes in

quarto. Tables of the Moon.
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But these laborious studies quite often brought fruitful

results. Near the middle of the last century a young

French astronomer, I. J. Leverrier, while comparing

his calculations of the motion of the planet Uranus,

accidentally discovered in 1781 by William Herschel,

with its observed positions in the sixty-three years since

its discovery, found that there must be something wrong.

The discrepancies between the observations and calcu-

lations were as annoyingly high as 20 angular seconds

(the angle subtended by a man 10 miles away), and

this difference was beyond any possible error of either

observation or theory. Leverrier suspected that the

discrepancies were due to the perturbations caused by

some unknown planet moving outside the orbit of

Uranus, and he sat down to calculate how massive this

hypothetical planet must be and how it would have to

move to fit the observed deviations in the motion of

Uranus. In the fall of 1846 Leverrier wrote to J. G.
Galle, at the Berlin Observatory: “Direct your telescope

to the point on the ecliptic in the constellation of

Aquarius, in longitude 326°, and you will find within a

degree of that place a new planet, looking like a star of

about the 9th magnitude, and having a perceptible disc.”

Galle followed the instructions. The new planet, which
was called Neptune, was found on the night of

September 23, 1846. An Englishman, J. C. Adams,
fairly shares with Leverrier the honor for mathematical

discovery of Neptune, but T. Challis at the University

of Cambridge Observatory, to whom Adams com-
municated his results, was too slow in the search and
thus missed the boat.

The story repeated itself, in less dramatic form, in the

first half of the present century. The American astrono-

mers W. H. Pickering, of Harvard Observatory, and
Percival Lowell, the founder of Lowell Observatory in

Arizona, were arguing in the late twenties that the
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perturbations of the motions of Uranus and Neptune

suggested the existence of still another planet beyond

Neptune. But it took more than ten years until this

planet, which is called Pluto and may be an escaped

satellite of Neptune, was actually found in 1930 by

C. W. Tombaugh, of the Lowell Observatory. It seems

to be a matter of opinion whether this discovery was

actually due to prediction or to laborious systematic

search.

Another interesting example of the exactness of the

results of celestial mechanics is the use of the calcu-

lations of the dates of solar and lunar eclipses to establish

historical references here on Earth. In 1887 the Austrian

astronomer Theodore von Oppolzer published tables

containing calculated data of all past solar and lunar

eclipses, beginning with 1207 B.c., and all future ones

up to a.d. 2162—altogether about 8000 solar and 5200

lunar eclipses. Using this data, one finds, for example,

that we are four years behind in our calendar. Indeed,

according to historical records, the Moon went into

eclipse as a means of “mourning the death” of the

Judean King Herod, who in the last year of his reign

ordered the massacre of all children in the city of

Bethlehem, hoping that the baby Christ would be among
them. According to von Oppolzer’s tables, the only

lunar eclipse which fits the facts occurred on March 13

(Friday?) 3 b.c., and we are led to conclude that Jesus

Christ was bom four years earlier than our customary

calendar indicates.

Other examples of historically important eclipses are

that of April 6, 648 B.c., which permits us to fix with

certainty the earliest date in Greek chronology, and the

eclipse of 911 B.c., which establishes the chronology of

ancient Assyria.

Of peculiar interest for us, the inhabitants of the

Earth, is the calculation of the perturbations of the
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Earth’s orbit by other planets. The ellipse along which

the Earth moves around the Sun does not remain

invariant, as it would if the Earth were a single planet,

but slowly wobbles and pulsates under the gravity

forces of the other members of the solar system. We
have seen in Chapter 5 that lunar-solar precession

makes the rotation axis of our globe describe a conical

surface in space with the period of 25,800 years. In

addition, the orbit of the Earth is slowly changing its

eccentricity and its tilt in space under the action of

gravitational forces exerted by other planets of the solar

system. The resultant changes can be calculated with

great precision by the methods of celestial mechanics;

they are shown in Fig. 18 for 100,000 years in the past

and 100,000 years in the future. The upper part of this

figure gives the changes of the eccentricity of the Earth’s

orbit and the rotation of its major axis. The orbit of

the Earth, though elliptical, differs very little from a
circle, so that its focus is very close to the geometrical

center of the ellipse. The traveling white circle represents

the motion of the focus in respect to the center of the

orbit (large black dot). When the two points are far

from each other, the eccentricity of the orbit is large;

when they are close, the eccentricity is small, and if

the two points coincided, the ellipse would become a

circle. In the scale of this diagram, the diameter of the

orbit itself would be about thirty inches.

The lower figure gives the change of the tilt of the

orbit in respect to the invariant plane in space. What is

plotted here is the motion of the intersection point of a

perpendicular to the plane of the orbit with the sphere
of the fixed stars. We notice that 80,000 years ago the

eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit was fairly high and that

it is much smaller now (crossed circle), and wil
become still smaller in 20,000 years.

The changes of the Earth’s orbit have a profound
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effect on the climate of our globe. The increase of

eccentricity changes the ratio between the least and

greatest distance from the Sun, which increases the

Fig. 18. Changes in the eccentricity (a) and inclination

(b) of the Earth’s orbit, caused by planetary perturbations.

Figures show thousands of years in the past or the future.

difference in summer and winter temperatures. The

increase of inclination of the Earth’s axis to the plane

of its orbit also increases summer and winter differences
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since, indeed, we know that if the rotation axis of the

Earth were perpendicular to its orbit, Earth’s tempera-

ture would be constant all the year around. The Serbian

astronomer M. Milankovitch attempted, in 1938, to use

these differences to explain glacial periods during which

sheets of ice from the north periodically advanced and

retreated over the lowland in middle latitudes.

Milankovitch followed the calculations of Leverrier,

similar to those presented in Fig. 18 but extending

600.000 years back in time. For his standard

Milankovitch took the amount of solar heat now falling

during the summer months on a unit surface at 65°

northern latitude, and calculated for various past eras

how far north or south one would have to go to find the

same amount of heat. The results of these calculations

are shown in Fig. 19a, overlapped on the contour of the

northern shores of Eurasia. Large maxima indicate an

essential decrease in solar heat, while the minima

indicate the increases. Thus, for example, a little over

100.000 years ago the amount of heat arriving at the

latitude of 65° north (central Norway) was comparable

with what is arriving today at the latitude of Spitsbergen.

On the other hand, only about 10,000 years ago central

Norway enjoyed the present solar climate of Oslo and

Stockholm. The curve in Fig. 19b represents the south-

ward advance of the ice sheets, as indicated in geological

data, and we notice that the agreement between the two

curves is striking indeed.

The curve in Fig. 19c, corresponding only to

the last 100,000 years, was published in 1956 by

Hans Suess, of the University of California, and repre-

sents the temperature of the ocean waters during

the past geological eras, estimated by an ingenious

method first proposed in 1951, by the famous American

scientist Harold Urey. This method is based on the fact

that the ratio of heavy and light isotopes of oxygen
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Fig. 19. Comparisons of Milankovitch’s climatic curves

(a) with the past advances of glaciers (b) and with paleo-

temperatures of the ocean (c)

.

(Q18 and O 16
) in the sedimentary deposits of calcium

carbonate (CaCO
:i ) at the ocean bottom depends on

the ocean water temperature at the period of sedi-

mentation. Thus, measuring the 018/Q16 ratio in the

deposits at different depths below the ocean floor, one

can tell the temperature of the water one hundred
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thousand years ago with the same certainty that one can
measure it on a thermometer lowered from a ship.

Suess’s temperature curve of ocean waters for the past

100,000 years stands in a reasonably good agreement

with the part of Milankovitch’s temperature curve

calculated for the same period. Thus, in spite of the

objection of some climatologists that “a few degrees dif-

ference in temperature could not have produced glacial

periods,” it seems that the old Serb was right after all.

Therefore, we should conclude that although planets do
not affect the lives of individual persons (as astrologists

insist), they certainly do affect the life of Man, animals,

and plants in the long run of geological history.







“What goes up must come down,” is a classical saying

which is not true any longer. Some of the rockets shot

in recent years from the surface of the Earth have

become artificial satellites of the Earth, with indefinitely

long lifetimes, while others have been forever lost in the

vast expanse of interplanetary space. Using the notion

of gravitational potential explained in Chapter 4, we
can easily calculate the velocity with which an object

must be hurled up from the surface of the Earth if it is

never to come back. We have seen that the work to be

done in lifting a mass m from the surface of the Earth

to the distance R from its center is:

where G is the gravitational constant, M the mass of

the Earth, m the mass of the object, and R 0 the radius

of the Earth. If the object is to go beyond the point of

return, we must put R — co (infinity), — = 0. Thus,
R

the work done in this case becomes:

GMm
Ro

On the other hand, kinetic energy of an object with
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the mass m moving with the velocity v is

- mv 2

2

Thus, in order to communicate to it a sufficient amount
of energy to overcome the forces of terrestrial gravity,

one must satisfy the condition:

- mv2 >
2

_
GMm
Ro

with the symbol > meaning “equal to” or “greater

than.” Since m cancels from both sides of that equation,

we conclude that: it takes the same velocity to throw

an object out of the reach of the Earth’s gravity no
matter whether it is a light or a heavy object.

From the above equation we obtain:

v> xmV R0

and, putting R0 = 6.37 -10s cm; M - 6.97 -lO2 ? gm,

and G = 6.66 • 1 0“ s
, we find for the velocity 1 1 .2— =

miles see
25,000 — This is the so-called escape-velocity, the

minimum velocity at which the object will not fall back.

The situation is complicated, of course, by the

presence of the Earth’s atmosphere. If one had shot an
artillery projectile with the necessary escape velocity

from the surface of the Earth, as was described in The
Journey around the Moon, a fantasy by the famous
French science-fiction writer Jules Verne, the shell

would never have arrived. Contrary to Jules Verne’s de-

scription, such a projectile would have melted right

away, from heat developed by air friction, and the debris

would have fallen down, having lost all initial energy.

Here is where the advantage of a rocket over an artillery

shell comes in. A rocket starts from its launching pad
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quite slowly and gradually gains velocity as it climbs.

Thus, it passes through the dense layers of the terrestrial

atmosphere with velocities at which the friction-heating

is not yet important, and gets its full speed at heights

where the air is too rare to present any significant

resistance to flight. Of course, the air friction in the

beginning of the flight does result in some losses of

energy, but these losses are comparatively small.

We can now survey what happens when a rocket,

having passed through the terrestrial atmosphere and

having burned all its propelling fuel, begins its journey

through space. In Fig. 20 we give a graphic presen-

tation of the gravitational potential in the region of the

inner planets of the solar system (Mercury, Venus,

Earth, and Mars). The main slope is due to the gravita-

tional attraction of the Sun given by GM©/r where

M© is the mass of the Sun, and r the distance of the

rocket from it. On this general slope are overlapped

local “gravitational dips” caused by the attraction of

individual planets. The depths of dip are indicated in

the correct scale, but their widths are strongly exagger-

ated, since otherwise they would look on the drawing

just like vertical lines. In the lower right comer of the

diagram is shown (on a much larger scale) the dis-

tribution of gravitational potential in the space between

the Earth and the Moon. Since Earth-to-Moon distance

is much smaller than the Earth-to-Sun distance, the

change of the solar gravitational potential in this region

is practically unnoticeable. Thus, in order to send a

rocket to the Moon, one has only to overcome terrestrial

gravity and to have sufficient velocity left to cover the

distance within a reasonable time. In October 1959

Russian rocketeers accomplished this feat and managed

to photograph the opposite side of the Moon. Fig. 21

gives the trajectory of that rocket, called Lunik, on its

way to the Moon and back.
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Sum Mercury Venus Earth Mars
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Fig. 21. The trajectory of the first rocket that flew

around the Moon.

The rockets aimed at other planets of the solar system

will have to cope not only with the gravitational pull of

the Earth but also with the pull exerted by the Sun.
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When a rocket escapes the Earth’s gravity with a small

leftover velocity, it is bound to move closely along the

Earth’s orbit, not coming any closer to or any farther

away from the Sun. To get away from the Earth’s orbit,

the rocket must have enough velocity to climb the slope

of the solar gravitational curve. As can be seen in Fig.

20, the height to be climbed in order to reach the orbit

of Mars is about 6.5 times greater than the depth of

the Earth’s gravitational pit. Since the kinetic energy

of motion increases as the square of the velocity, such

a rocket must have at least the velocity of

11.2 X V625 = 28—
sec

Why not choose an easier job and go down to Venus

rather than up to Mars? Ironically enough, for ballistic

missiles it is just as difficult to go down the slopes as to

go up the slopes. The point is that the rocket, after

escaping the Earth’s gravity, will be bound to the Earth’s

orbit. If the rocket is to get farther away from the Sun,

its speed must be considerably increased, which would

require large additional amounts of fuel. But to come

closer to the Sun is not much easier! Since a rocket

coasting through empty space cannot put on the brakes

to reduce its speed, as a car can, its velocity can be

decreased only if the rocket ejects a powerful jet from

the front, which would require about the same amount

of fuel as speeding up by ejecting a jet from the rear.

But, since the orbit of Venus is closer to us than that

of Mars, the difference of the gravitational potential is

only five times as large as the gravitational dip of the

Earth, and the task is correspondingly easier. And, in

fact, on the 12th of February, 1961, Russian rock-

eteers dispatched a rocket toward Venus. It never

came back.

All the rockets so far sent into space have been
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,

4. c •

Fig. 22. (a) A multistage chemical rocket; (b) conven-

tional nuclear rocket; (c) unconventional nuclear rocket.

propelled by ordinary chemical fuel and based on the

multistage principle illustrated in Fig. 22a. Several

rockets of decreasing sizes are arranged one atop an-
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other, and the journey is started by firing the motors of

the first stage, i.e., of the largest rocket at the bottom.

When this modem totem pole reaches the maximum up-

ward velocity and the fuel tanks of the first stage rocket

are empty, it is separated from the rest and the second

stage rocket’s motors are started. The process is con-

tinued until the last stage, containing the instrumen-

tation, mice, monkeys, or men, is finally accelerated to

the needed velocity.

Another possibility under intensive study at the

present time is the use of nuclear energy. It must be

remembered that the propulsion of space ships presents

entirely different problems from the propulsion of sea

or air ships. For the latter all we need is energy, since

those ships move forward by pushing against the sur-

rounding medium, be it water or air. One cannot push

against a vacuum, and space ships are propelled by

ejecting through nozzles some material which the ships

carry. In the ordinary chemical-fuel rockets we have a

two-in-one situation. Energy is produced by chemical

reaction between the fuel and the oxidizer carried in two

separate tanks, and the products of that reaction serve

as the material ejected from the nozzle. The advantage

of using the products of the energy-producing process

as the ejected material is counterbalanced, however, by

the fact that the products of burning (mostly carbon

dioxide and water vapor) consist of comparatively

heavy molecules. It is shown by the theory of jet-driven

vehicles that the thrust decreases with the increasing

weight of the molecules forming the jet. Thus, it would

be advantageous to use for jets the lightest chemical

element, hydrogen, but of course hydrogen, being an

element, is not produced as a result of any kind of

burning. What might be done, however, would be to

carry liquid hydrogen in a single tank and heat it up

to very high temperature with some kind of nuclear
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reactor. A schematic drawing of such a nuclear rocket

is shown in Fig. 22b.

Another promising proposal for using nuclear energy

for rocket propulsion, originally advanced by Dr.

Stanislaw Ulam, of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, is

shown in Fig. 22c. The body of the rocket is filled with

a large number of small atomic bombs, which are ejected

one by one from the opening in the rear and exploded

some distance behind the rocket. The high-velocity

gases from these explosions would overtake the rocket

and exert pressure on a large disc attached to its rear.

These successive kicks would speed up the rocket until

it reached the desired velocity. The preliminary studies

of such a method of propulsion indicate that it might

be superior to a reactor-heated hydrogen design.

It is difficult, in a nontechnical book such as this

one, to describe all the possibilities dawning on the

horizons of space flight progress, and we conclude this

chapter by stressing one important point. In sending

space ships to the faraway points of our solar system

(and maybe beyond) one faces two distinctly different

problems: First, how to escape from the gravitational

pull of the Earth? Second, how, after escaping, to get

enough velocity to travel to our destinations? So far all

attempts in this direction have been limited to the task of

giving a rocket enough initial speed to escape terrestrial

gravity with enough velocity left over to proceed else-

where. One can, however, separate these two tasks and

use different propulsion methods for the first and for

the second step.

To get away from the Earth’s surface requires a

violent action since, if the thrust of the rocket motors

is not great enough, the rocket will huff and puff but

not lift itself from its launching pad. Here powerful

chemical or nuclear propulsion methods are necessary.

Once the space ship is lifted and put on a satellite orbit
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around the Earth, the situation becomes quite different.

We now have plenty of time to accelerate the space

ship and can use less violent and more economical

methods of propulsion. It still can be chemical or

nuclear energy or, for that matter, the energy supplied

by the Sun’s rays, but one is not in a hurry and not in

danger of falling down. A space ship put into orbit

around our globe can take time to accelerate its flight

and, moving along a slowly unwinding spiral trajectory,

finally muster enough speed to accomplish its task. It

is very likely that the combination of violent action at

the start and a more leisurely sailing for the rest of the

trip will be the future solution of the problem of space

travel.



Chapter 9

EINSTEIN’S THEORY OF GRAVITY*

* The content of this and the next chapter follows closely

the author’s article “Gravity” published in the March 1961

issue of Scientific American.





The tremendous success of Newton’s theory in

describing the motions of celestial bodies down to their

most minute details characterized a memorable era in

the history of physics and astronomy. However, the

nature of gravitational interaction and, in particular, the

reason for the proportionality between gravitational and

inertial mass, which makes all bodies fall with the same

acceleration, remained in complete darkness until Albert

Einstein, in 1914, published a paper on the subject.

A decade earlier Einstein had formulated his Special

Theory of Relativity, in which he postulated that no

observation made inside an enclosed chamber, even if

one could turn the chamber into a most elaborate physi-

cal laboratory, would answer the question whether the

chamber was at rest or moving along a straight line with

constant velocity. On this basis Einstein rejected the idea

of absolute uniform motion, threw out the ancient and

contradictory notion of “world ether,” and erected his

Theory of Relativity, which revolutionized physics.

Indeed, no mechanical, optical, or any other physical

measurement one could make in an inside cabin of a

ship sailing a smooth sea (this chapter is being written

in an inside cabin of the S.S. Queen Elizabeth ) or in an

airplane flying through quiet air with the window cur-

tains drawn, could possibly give any information as to

whether the ship was afloat or in dry dock, the plane
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airborne or at the airport. But, if the sea is choppy or

the air is rough, or if the ship hits an iceberg or the

plane a mountaintop, the situation becomes entirely

different; any deviation from uniform motion will be

painfully noticeable.

To deal with this problem Einstein imagined himself

in the position of a modern astronaut and considered

what would be the results of various physical experi-

ments in a space observation station far from any large

gravitating masses (Fig. 23). In such a station at rest

or in uniform motion in respect to distant stars, the

observers inside the laboratory, and all the instruments

not secured to the walls, would float freely within the

chamber. There would be no “up” and no “down.”

But, as soon as the rocket motors were started, and the

chamber accelerated in a certain direction, phenomena

very similar to gravity would be observed. All the instru-

ments and people would be pressed to the wall adjacent

to the rocket motors. This wall would become the

“floor” while the opposite wall became the “ceiling.”

The people would be able to rise on their feet and

stand very much as they stand on the ground. If,

furthermore, the acceleration of the space ship was

made equal to the acceleration of gravity on the surface

of the Earth, the people inside could well believe that

their ship was still standing on its launching pad.

Suppose that, in order to test the properties of this

“pseudogravity,” an observer within an accelerated

rocket should release simultaneously two spheres, one

of iron and one of wood. What “actually” would happen

can be described in the following words: While the

observer holds the two spheres in his hands, the spheres

are moving in an accelerated way, along with the rocket

ship driven by its motors. As soon as he releases the

spheres, however, and thus disconnects them from the

rocket’s body, no driving force will act on them any
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Fig. 23. Albert Einstein in an imaginary (gedanken-

experimental) rocket.

more, and the spheres will move side by side with a

velocity equal to that of the space ship at the moment
of release. The rocket ship itself, however, will con-

tinuously gain speed, and the “floor” of the space lab

will quickly overtake the two spheres and “hit” them
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simultaneously. To the observer who has released the

two balls the phenomenon will seem otherwise. He will

see the spheres fall and “hit the floor” at the same time
.

And he will remember Galileo’s demonstration on the

Tower of Pisa, and will become still more persuaded

that a regular gravitational field does exist in his space

laboratory.

Both descriptions of what the spheres would do are

equally correct, and Einstein incorporated the equiva-

lence of the two points of view in the foundation of his

new, relativistic theory of gravity. This so-called

principle of equivalence between observations carried

out within an accelerated chamber and in a “real” field

of gravity would, however, be trivial if it applied only

to mechanical phenomena. It was Einstein’s idea that

this equivalence is quite general and holds also in the

case of optical and all electromagnetic phenomena.

Let us consider what happens to a beam of light

propagating across our space chamber from one wall

to the other. We can observe the path of light if we put

a series of fluorescent glass plates across it or simply

if we blow cigarette smoke into the beam. Fig. 24 shows

what “actually” happens when a beam goes through,

several glass plates placed at equal distance from one

another. In (a) the light hits the upper section of the

first plate, producing a fluorescent spot. In (b) when the

light reaches the second plate, it produces fluorescence

closer to the middle of the plate. In (c) the light hits

the third plate still lower. Since the motion of the

rocket is accelerated, the distance traveled during the

second time interval is three times greater than during

the first one, and, hence, the three fluorescent spots will

not be on a straight line but on a curve (parabola) bent

downward. The observer inside the chamber, consider-

ing all the phenomena he observes as due to gravity, will

conclude from his experiment that the light ray is bent
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when propagating through a gravitational field. Thus,

concluded Einstein, if the principle of equivalence is a

general principle of physics, light rays from distant stars
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displacement of the apparent positions of stars in the

neighborhood of the eclipsed Sun. Thus the equivalence

of the gravitational field and the accelerated systems

became an indisputable fact of physics.

We shall turn now to another type of accelerated

motion and its relation to the gravitational field. So far

we have talked about the case when the velocity changes

its numerical value but not its direction. There also is

the type of motion in which the velocity changes its

direction but not its numerical value—i.e., rotational

motion. Imagine a merry-go-round (Fig. 25) with a

curtain hanging all around it so that the people inside

cannot tell by looking at the surroundings that the

platform is rotating. As everybody knows, a person

standing on a rotating platform seems to be subject to

centrifugal force, which pushes him toward the rim of

the platform, and a ball placed on the platform will roll

away from the center. Centrifugal force acting on any

object placed on the platform is proportional to the

object’s mass, so here again we can consider things as

being equivalent to the field of gravity. But it is a very

peculiar gravitational field, and rather different from

the fields surrounding the Earth or the Sun. First of all,

instead of representing the attraction, which decreases

as the square of the distance from the center, it corre-

sponds to a repulsion increasing proportionally to that

distance. Secondly, instead of being spherically sym-

metrical around the central mass, it possesses a cylindri-

cal symmetry around the central axis, which coincides

with the rotation axis of the platform. But Einstein’s

equivalence principle works here, too, and those forces

can be interpreted as being caused by gravitating

masses distributed at large distances all around the

symmetry axis.

Physical events occurring on such a rotating platform

can be interpreted on the basis of Einstein’s Special
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Theory of Relativity, according to which the length of

measuring rods and the rate of clocks are affected by

their motion. Indeed, the two basic conclusions of that

theory are:

1. If we observe an object moving past us with a

certain velocity v it will look contracted in the

direction of its motion by a factor

where c is the velocity of light. For ordinary speeds,

which are very small as compared to the velocity of

light, this factor is practically equal to one, and no

noticeable contraction will be observed. But when v

approaches c, the effect becomes of great importance.

2. If we observe a clock moving past us with the

velocity v it will appear to be losing time, and its rate

will be slowed down by a factor

As in the case of spacial contraction, this effect can

be observed only when the velocity v is approaching

that of light.

Keeping in mind these two effects, let us consider the

results of various observations which can be made on a

rotating platform. Suppose we want to find the laws of

propagation of light between different points on the

platform. We select two points, A and B, on the

periphery of the rotating disc (Fig. 25a), one serving

as the source and another as the receptor of light.

According to the basic law of optics, light always propa-

gates along the shortest path. What is the shortest path

between the points A and B on the rotating platform?

To measure the length of any line connecting A and B,
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Fig. 25. (a) Some experiments on a rotating platform;

(b) triangulation around the Sun.

we will use here an old-fashioned but always safe

method of counting the number of yardsticks which

can be placed end to end along the line between A
and B. If the disc is not rotating, the situation is obvious

and the shortest distance between A and B is along the

straight line of good old Euclidean geometry. But if the
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disc is rotating, the yardsticks placed along the AB line

are moving with a certain velocity, and are therefore

expected to undergo the relativistic contraction of their

length. One then will need a larger number of sticks to

cover that distance. Here, however, an interesting

situation crops up. If one moves a yardstick closer to

the center, its linear velocity becomes smaller and it

will not contract so much as when it was farther away.

Thus, bending the line of yardsticks toward the center,

we will need a lesser number of yardsticks since,

although the “actual” distance is somewhat longer, this

disadvantage will be overcompensated by lesser shrink-

age of each yardstick. If we substitute light waves for

yardsticks, we come to a conclusion that the light ray

too will be bent in the direction of the gravitational

field, which here is directed away from the center.

Before leaving our merry-go-round platform let us

perform one more experiment. Let us take a pair of

identical clocks, place one in the center of a platform

and another at its periphery. Since the first clock is at

rest while the second is moving with a certain velocity,

the second will lose time in respect to the first one.

Interpreting centrifugal force as a force of gravity, one

wifi say that the clock placed in the higher gravitational

potential (that is, in the direction in which gravitational

force acts) will move more slowly. This slowing down

will apply equally to all other physical, chemical, and

biological phenomena. A typist working on the first floor

of the Empire State Building will age more slowly than

her twin sister working on the top floor. The difference

will be very small, however; it can be calculated that in

ten years the girl on the first floor will be a few

millionths of a second younger than her twin on the top

floor. In the difference in gravity between the surface of

the Earth and the surface of the Sun, the effect is con-

siderably larger. A clock placed on the surface of the
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Sun would slow down by one ten-thousandth of a per

cent in respect to the terrestrial clock. Of course, no-

body can place a clock on the surface of the Sun and

watch it go, but the expected slowing down was con-

firmed by observing the frequencies of spectral lines

emitted by atoms in the solar atmosphere.

The problem of twin sisters’ aging at a different rate

because they work in places having different gravi-

tational potentials is closely related to the problem of

twin brothers, one of whom sits home while the other

travels a lot. Let us imagine twin brothers, one a space-

ship pilot and another an employee at the space termi-

nal somewhere on the surface of the Earth. The pilot

brother starts on a mission to some distant star, flying

his space ship with a velocity close to that of light, while

his twin brother continues his office work at the space

terminal. According to Einstein, each brother ages more
slowly than the other. Thus, when the pilot brother

returns to the Earth, one is led to expect that he will

find that his office brother has aged less than himself,

but the office brother will come to an exactly opposite

conclusion. This is apparent nonsense since, for

example, if one measures age by graying of the hair, the

two brothers could find out who had aged more, simply

by standing side-by-side in front of a mirror.

The answer to this alleged paradox is that the

statement concerning the relative aging of the twin

brothers is correct only within the frame of the so-called

Special Theory of Relativity, which considers only uni-

form motion at constant velocity. In this case the pilot

brother will certainly never come back and therefore

cannot possibly stand side-by-side with his office

brother in front of the mirror to compare graying hair.

The best the brothers can do is to have two TV sets:

one in the terminal office showing the pilot brother and

his clock in the cockpit of the space ship, the other in
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the space ship, showing the office brother at his desk

and the office clock above his head (Fig. 26).

Dr. Eugene Feenberg, of Washington University,

investigated this situation theoretically on the basis of

Fig. 26. Relative aging of twin brothers, as observed on

TV sets.
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the well-known laws of the propagation of radio signals,

and the conclusion was that looking at the TV screen,

each brother indeed will observe that the other ages

more slowly. But if the flying brother has to come back,

he must first decelerate his space ship, bring it to a com-
plete stop, and accelerate it homeward. This necessity

puts the twin brothers entirely in different positions. As
we have seen before, acceleration and deceleration are

equivalent to a gravitational field which slows down the

rate of the clock, as well as the rates of all other phe-

nomena. And, just as a typist working on the first floor

of the Empire State Building will age more slowly than

her twin sister working on the top floor, the flying brother

will age more slowly than his twin brother on the

ground. Thus, if the flight is long enough, the returning

pilot will twirl his black mustache as he looks at the

shining bald head of his twin. Therefore, there is no
paradox here at all.

An interesting experiment designed to confirm the

slowing down of time by gravity (if further confirmation

is necessary) is proposed by S. F. Singer of the

University of Maryland, who suggests placing an atomic

clock in the satellites traveling along circular orbits at

different altitudes above the Earth’s surface. It was
calculated that for a satellite traveling at altitudes less

than the radius of our globe, the main relativistic effect

will be that of slowing down the clock as a result of its

velocity and will be given by the time-dilating factor

For higher altitudes, however, the velocity

effect is expected to become of smaller importance and,

instead of losing time, the clock will gain time because

it is in the weaker gravitational field (as would be the

girl working on the top of the Empire State Building).

There is hardly any doubt that this interesting experi-

ment will confirm Einstein’s theory.
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This discussion brings us to the conclusion that light,

propagating through a gravitational field, does not

follow a straight line but curves in the direction of the

field and that, due to the shrinkage of yardsticks, the

shortest distance between two points is not a straight

line but a curve also bending in the direction of the

gravitational field. But, what other definition can one

give to a “straight line” than the path of light in vacuum

or the shortest distance between two points? Einstein’s

idea was that one should retain the old definition of a

“straight line” in the case of the gravitational field, but

instead of saying that light rays and shortest distances

are curved, say that the space itself is curved. It is

difficult to conceive the idea of a curved three-dimen-

sional space, and even more so of a curved four-dimen-

sional space in which time serves as the fourth

coordinate. The best way is to use an analogy with the

two-dimensional surfaces which we can easily visualize.

We are all familiar with plane Euclidean geometry,

which pertains to the various figures you can draw on a

flat surface, or plane. But if, instead of a plane, we draw

geometrical figures on a curved surface, such as a sur-

face of a sphere, the Euclidean theorems no longer hold.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 27, which represents

triangles drawn on a plane (a), on the spherical surface

(b), and on a surface which (for obvious reasons) is

called a saddle-surface (c).

For a plane triangle the sum of three angles is always

equal to 180°. For a triangle on the surface of the

sphere the sum of the three angles is always larger than

180° and the excess depends on the ratio of the size of

the triangle to the size of the sphere. For triangles

drawn on a saddle-surface, the sum of the angles is

less than 180°. True enough, the lines forming triangles

on spherical and saddle-surfaces are not “straight” from

the three-dimensional point of view, but they are the
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“straightest”—i.e., the shortest—distances between the

two points if one is confined to the surface in question.

Not to confuse the terminology, mathematicians call

these lines geodesic lines or simply geodesics.

Fig. 27. Triangles on a plane surface (a), a sphere (b),

and a saddle-surface (c).

Similarly, we can speak about geodesical or shortest

lines in three-dimensional space connecting two points

along which light rays would propagate. And, measur-
ing the sum of the three angles of a triangle in space, we
can call the space flat if this sum is equal to 180°,

sphere-like or positively-curved if this sum is larger than

180°, and saddle-like or negatively-curved if it is less

than 180°. Imagine three astronomers on Earth, Venus,
and Mars measuring the angles of a triangle formed by
light rays traveling between these three planets. Since,

as we have seen, light rays propagating through the

gravitational field of the Sun bend in the direction of the

force of gravity, the situation will look as shown in Fig.

25b, and the sum of the angles of the triangle will be
found to be larger than 180°. It would be reasonable
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to state in this case that light propagates along the

shortest distances, or geodesical lines, but that the space

around the Sun is curved in the positive sense. Similarly,

in the gravitational field, which is equivalent to the field

of centrifugal force on a rotating disc (Fig. 25a), the

sum of angles of a triangle is smaller than 180°, and

that space must be considered to be curved in the

negative sense.

The foregoing arguments represent the foundation of

Einstein’s geometrical theory of gravity. His theory

supplanted the old Newtonian point of view, according

to which large masses such as the Sun produce in the

surrounding space certain fields of forces which make

planets move along the curved trajectories instead of

straight lines. In the Einsteinian picture the space itself

becomes curved while the planets move along the

“straightest”—i.e., geodesical—lines in that curved

space. It should be added, to avoid a misunderstanding,

that we refer here to geodesical lines in the four-

dimensional space-time continuum, and that it would

be wrong, of course, to say that the orbits themselves

are geodesical lines in the three-dimensional space. The

situation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 28, which

shows the time axis, t, and two space axes, x and y, lying

in the plane of the orbit. The winding line, known as

the world-line of a moving object (in this case the

Earth), is the geodesic line in the space-time con-

tinuum.* Einstein’s interpretation of gravity as the

curvature of the space-time continuum leads to results

slightly different from the prediction of the classical

Newtonian theory, thus permitting observational verifi-

* It must be noticed here that the vertical and horizontal

scales in Fig. 28 are given by necessity in different units. Indeed,

while the radius of the Earth’s orbit is only 8 minutes (if

expressed in the time of light propagation), the distance from

one January plane to another is, of course, one year—i.e., sixty

thousand times longer. Thus, in proper scale the geodesic line

will indeed deviate from a straight line but very little.
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Fig. 28. World line of the moving Earth in the space-time
continuum is represented here in a co-ordinate system with
the vertical time axis t and two space axes x and y.

cation. For example, it explained the precession of the
major axis of Mercury’s orbit by 43 angular seconds per
century, and so solved a long-standing mystery of

classical celestial mechanics.



Chapter 10





In the laboratory diary of Michael Faraday (1791—

1867), who made many important contributions to the

knowledge of electricity and magnetism, there is an

interesting entry in 1849. It reads:

Gravity. Surely this force must be capable of an

experimental relation to electricity, magnetism, and

other forces, so as to build it up with them in recipro-

cal action and equivalent effect. Consider for a

moment how to set about touching this matter by facts

and trial.

But the numerous experiments this famous British

physicist undertook to discover such a relation were

fruitless, and he concluded this section of his diary

with these words:

Here end my trials for the present. The results are

negative. They do not shake my strong feeling of the

existence of a relation between gravity and electricity,

though they give no proof that such a relation exists.

It is very odd that the theory of gravity, originated

by Newton and completed by Einstein, should stand

now in majestic isolation, a Taj Mahal (Fig. 29) of

science, having little if anything to do with the rapid

developments in other branches of physics. Einstein’s

concept of the gravitational field grew from his Special



Fig. 29. The Temple of Gravity (the letterings on the

temple are the basic equations of Einstein’s relativistic

theory of gravity).

Theory of Relativity, and the Special Theory was based
on the theory of the electromagnetic field formulated in

the last century by the British physicist James Clerk
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Maxwell (1831-79). But in spite of many attempts,

Einstein and those who have followed him have failed

to establish any contact with Maxwell’s electrodynamics.

Einstein’s theory of gravitation was more or less

contemporary with quantum theory, but in the forty-five

years since they appeared the two theories have had

quite different rates of development. Proposed by Max
Planck and carried forward by the work of Niels Bohr,

Louis de Broglie, Erwin Schrodinger, Werner Heisen-

berg, and others, quantum theory has made colossal

progress and evolved into a broad discipline that

explains in detail the inner structures of atoms and their

nuclei. On the other hand, Einstein’s theory of gravity

remains to this day essentially as it was when he formu-

lated it half a century ago. While hundreds, even

thousands, of scientists study the various branches of

quantum theory and apply it in many, many fields of

experimental research, only a few persist in devoting

their time and passion to further development in the

study of gravitation. Can it be that empty space is

simpler than material bodies? Or did the genius of

Einstein accomplish everything that could be done

about gravity in our time and so deprive a generation of

the hope of further progress?

Having reduced gravity to the geometrical properties

of a space-time continuum, Einstein was persuaded that

the electromagnetic field must also have some purely

geometrical interpretation. The Unified Field Theory,

which grew from this conviction, had rough going, how-

ever, and Einstein died without having produced any-

thing in field theory as simple, elegant, and convincing

as his previous work. It seems now that the true relation

between gravitational and electromagnetic forces is to

be found only through understanding of the elementary

particles, of which we hear so much nowadays, and

learning why those particular particles with those
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particular masses and electric charges do exist in

Nature.

A basic question here pertains to the relative strength

of the gravitational and electromagnetic interactions be-

tween particles. Earlier in the book we derived the

gravitational law which establishes the inverse square

relationship between the attracting force and the dis-

tance. The French scientist Charles A. Coulomb (1736—

1806) demonstrated in 1784 an analogous inverse

square law for the force between electric charges.

Suppose we consider the electric and gravitational

forces between two particles of 4 X 1Q~ 20 grams mass,

intermediate between the masses of proton and electron,

at a distance r apart. According to Coulomb’s law,

electrostatic force is given by e-/r- where e (4.77 X
10“ 10 esu) * is elementary electric charge. On the other

hand, according to Newton’s law, gravitational inter-

GM2

action is given by —— where G (6.67 X 10“ 8
) is

r2

the gravitational constant and M (4 X 10“ 26 gm) is the

intermediate mass. The ratio of the two forces is 1

GM2

which is numerically equal to 1040 . Any theory which

claims to describe the relation between electromagnet-

ism and gravity must explain why this electric inter-

action between the two particles is 1040 times larger

than the gravitational interaction. It must be kept in

mind that this ratio is a pure number and remains

unchanged no matter which system of units one uses

for measuring various physical quantities. In theoretical

formulas one often has numerical constants which can

be derived in a purely mathematical way. But these

* One electrostatic unit of charge is defined as a charge

which repels an equal charge placed at the distance of 1 centi-

meter with a force of one dyne.
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numerical constants are usually small numbers such

2

as 2tt, f, y, etc. How can one derive mathematically

a constant as large as 1040?

More than twenty years ago a very interesting

proposal in this direction was made by a celebrated

British physicist, P. A. M. Dirac. He suggested that the

figure 1040 is not at all a constant but a variable which

changes with time and is connected with the age of our

Universe. According to the theory of the Expanding

Universe, our Universe had its origin about 5.109 years

or 1017 seconds ago. Of course, a year or a second are

very arbitrary units for measuring time, and one should

rather select an elementary time interval which can be

derived from the basic properties of matter and light.

One very reasonable way of doing it would be to choose

as the elementary unit of time the time interval required

by light to propagate a distance equal to the diameter

of an elementary particle. Since all elementary particles

have diameters of about 3.10“ 13 cm, and since the

velocity of light is 3.1010 cm/sec, this elementary time

unit is

3.10-13

3.10 10
10~23 sec

Dividing the present age of the Universe ( 1017 sec) by

this time interval, we obtain 1017/10- 23 = 1040 ,
which

is of the same order of magnitude as the observed ratio

of electrostatic and gravitational forces. Thus, said

Dirac, the large ratio of electric to gravitational forces

is characteristic for the present age of our Universe.

When the Universe was, say, half as old as it is now,

this ratio was also one-half of its present value. Since

there are good reasons to assume that elementary

electric charge (e) does not change in time, Dirac

concluded that it is the gravitational constant (G)
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which is decreasing in time, and that this decrease may

be associated with the expansion of the Universe and

the steady rarefaction of the material filling it.

These views of Dirac were later criticized by Edward

Teller (Father of the H-bomb), who pointed out that

the variation of the gravitational constant G would

result in the change of temperature of the Earth’s

surface. Indeed, the decrease of gravity would result in

the increase of the radii of planetary orbits, which (as

can be shown on the basis of the laws of mechanics)

would change in inverse proportion to G. The decrease

would result also in the distortion of the internal equilib-

rium of the Sun, leading to the change of its central

temperature, and of the rate of energy-producing

thermonuclear reactions.

From the theory of internal structure and energy

production of stars, one can show that the luminosity*

L of the Sun would change as G7 -25
. Since the surface

temperature of the Earth varies as the fourth root of the

Sun’s luminosity divided by the square of the radius of

the Earth’s orbit, it follows that it will be proportional

to G2 -4 or inversely proportional to (time) 2 -4
, if G

varies in inverse proportion to time. Assuming for the

age of the solar system the value of three billion years,

which seemed to be correct at the time of his publica-

tion, Teller calculated that during the Cambrian Era (a

half billion years ago) the temperature of the Earth

must have been some 50° C above the boiling point of

water, so that all water on our planet must have been

in the form of hot vapor. Since, according to geological

data, well-developed marine life existed during that

period, Teller concluded that Dirac’s hypothesis con-

cerning the variability of the gravitational constant

cannot be correct. During the last decade, however, the

* Luminosity of a light source is defined as the amount of

light it emits per unit time.
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estimates of the age of the solar system have been

changed toward considerably higher values, and the

correct figure may be five billion years or even more.

This would bring the temperature of the primitive ocean

below the boiling point of water and make the old Teller

objection invalid, provided that the Trilobites and Silu-

rian molluscs could live in very hot water. It may also

help paleontological theories by increasing the rate of

thermal mutations during the early stages of the evolu-

tion of life, and supplying, during the still earlier

periods, very high temperatures necessary for the

synthesis of nucleic acids which, along with proteins,

form the essential chemical constituents of all living

beings. Thus the question of variability of the gravi-

tational constant still remains open.

Gravity and Quantum Theory

Newton’s law of gravitational interaction between

masses, as we have seen, is quite similar to the law of

electrostatic interaction between charges, and Einstein’s

theory of the gravitational field has many common
elements with Maxwell’s theory of the electromagnetic

field. So it is natural to expect that an oscillating

mass should give rise to gravitational waves just

as an oscillating electric charge produces electro-

magnetic waves. In a famous article published in 1918

Einstein indeed obtained solutions of his basic equation

of general relativity that represent such gravitational

disturbances propagating through space with the veloc-

ity of light. If they exist, gravitational waves must

carry energy; but their intensity, or the amount of

energy they transport, is extremely small. For example,

the Earth, in its orbital motion around the Sun, should

emit about .001 watt, which would result in its falling
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a millionth of a centimeter toward the Sun in a billion

years! No one has yet thought of a way to detect waves

so weak.

Are gravitational waves divided into discrete energy

packets, or quanta, as electromagnetic waves are? This

question, which is as old as the quantum theory, was

finally answered two years ago by Dirac. He succeeded

in quantizing the gravitational-field equation and

showed that the energy of gravity quanta, or “gravi-

tons,” is equal to Planck’s constant, h, times their

frequency—the same expression that gives the energy

of light quanta or photons. The spin of the graviton,

however, is twice the spin of the photon.

Because of their weakness gravitational waves are of

no importance in celestial mechanics. But might not

gravitons play some role in the physics of elementary

particles? These ultimate bits of matter interact in a

variety of ways, by means of the emission or absorption

of appropriate “field quanta.” Thus electromagnetic

interactions (for example the attraction of oppositely

charged bodies) involve the emission or absorption of

photons; presumably gravitational interactions are

similarly related to gravitons. In the past few years it

has become clear that the interactions of matter fall

into distinct classes: (1) strong interactions, which

include electromagnetic forces; (2) weak interactions

such as the “beta decay” of a radioactive nucleus, in

which an electron and a neutrino are emitted; (3)

gravitational interactions, which are vastly weaker than

the ones called “weak.”

The strength of an interaction is related to the rate,

or probability, of the emission or absorption of its

quantum. For example, a nucleus takes about 10-12

second (a millionth of a billionth of a second) to emit

a photon. In comparison, the beta decay of a neutron

takes 12 minutes—about 10 14 times longer. It can be
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calculated that the time necessary for the emission of a

graviton by a nucleus is 1060 seconds, or 1053 years!

This is slower than the weak interaction by a factor of

1058 .

Now, neutrinos are themselves particles with an

extremely low probability of absorption, that is, inter-

action, with other types of matter. They have no charge

and no mass. As long ago as 1933 Niels Bohr inquired:

“What is the difference between neutrinos and the

quanta of gravitational waves?” In the so-called weak

interactions neutrinos are emitted together with other

particles. What about processes involving only neutrinos

—say, the emission of a neutrino-antineutrino pair by

an excited nucleus? No one has detected such events,

but they may occur, perhaps on the same time scale as

the gravitational interaction. A pair of neutrinos would

furnish a spin of two, the value calculated for the

graviton by Dirac. All this is, of course, the sheerest

speculation, but a connection between neutrinos and

gravity is an exciting theoretical possibility.

Antigravity

In one of his fantastic stories H. G. Wells describes a

British inventor, Mr. Cavor, who found a material

called “cavorite” which was impenetrable to the forces

of gravity. Just as sheet-copper and sheet-iron can be

used for shielding from electric and magnetic forces, a

sheet of cavorite would shield material objects from the

forces of terrestrial gravity, and any object placed above

such a sheet would lose all, or at least most, of its

weight. Mr. Cavor built a large spherical gondola sur-

rounded on all sides by cavorite shutters, which could

be closed or opened. Getting into the gondola one night

when the Moon was high in the sky, he closed all the
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shutters facing the ground and opened all those directed

toward the Moon. The closed shutters cut off the forces

of terrestrial gravity and, being subjected only to the

gravity forces of the Moon, the gondola flew up into

space and carried Mr. Cavor to many unusual adven-

tures on the surface of our satellite. Why is such an

invention impossible, or is it impossible? There exists

a profound similarity between Newton’s law of

Universal Gravity, Coulomb’s law of the interaction of

electric charges, and Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s law for the

interaction of magnetic poles. And, if one can shield

electric and magnetic forces, why can it not also be

done with gravitational forces?

To answer this question we have to consider the

mechanism of electric and magnetic shielding, which

is closely associated with the atomic structure of matter.

Each atom or molecule is a system of positive and

negative electric charges, and in metals there is present

a large number of free negative electrons moving

through a crystal lattice of positively-charged ions.

When a piece of material is put in an electric field, the

electric charges are displaced in opposite directions, and

one says that the material becomes electrically polarized.

The new electric field caused by this polarization is

directed opposite to the original field, and the overlap

of the two reduces its strength. There is a similar effect

in magnetic shielding since most atoms represent tiny

magnets which become oriented when the material is

placed into an external magnetic field. Here again the

reduction of the field strength is due to the magnetic

polarization of atomic particles.

Gravitational polarization of matter, which would
make possible the shielding of the forces of gravity,

would require that matter be constituted of two kinds

of particles: those with positive gravitational mass

which would be attracted by the Earth, and
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those with negative gravitational mass which would

be repelled. Positive and negative electric charges

as well as two kinds of magnetic poles are equally

abundant in nature, but particles with negative

gravitational mass are as yet unknown, at least within

the structure of ordinary atoms and molecules. Thus,

ordinary matter cannot be gravitationally polarized, the

necessary condition for the shielding of gravity forces.

But what about antiparticles with which physicists have

been playing during the last few decades? Could it not

be that along with their opposite charges, positive elec-

trons, negative protons, antineutrons, and other upside-

down particles also have negative gravitational masses?

This question seems at first sight an easy one to be

answered experimentally. All one has to do is to see

whether a horizontal beam of positive electrons or

negative protons coming from an accelerating machine

bends down or up in the gravitational field of the Earth.

Since all the particles produced artificially by nuclear

bombardment methods move with velocities close to

that of light, the bending of a horizontal beam by the

forces of terrestrial gravity (be it up or down) is

extremely small, amounting to about 10“ 12 cm (nuclear

diameter!) per kilometer length of the track. Of course,

one could try to slow these particles down to thermal

velocities, as has been done with ordinary neutrons.*

In the neutron experiment a beam of fast neutrons was

shot into a moderator block, and the emerging slowed-

down neutrons were observed to rain down from the

block with about the same speed as rain droplets fall.

But the slowing down of neutrons results from collisions

with the nuclei of the moderating material, and good

moderators, such as carbon or heavy water, are those

substances whose nuclei have low affinity for neutrons

* See The Neutron Story by Donald J. Hughes, Science

Study Series, 1959.
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and do not swallow them in a number of successive

collisions. Any moderator made from ordinary matter,

of course, will be a death trap for antineutrons, which

will immediately be annihilated with the ordinary neu-

trons in the ordinary atomic nuclei. Thus, from the

experimental point of view, the question about the sign

of the gravitational mass of antiparticles remains open.

From the theoretical point of view the question

remains open too, since we are not in possession of the

theory that could predict the relation between gravi-

tational and electromagnetic interaction. One can say,

however, that if a future experiment should show that

antiparticles have a negative gravitational mass, it would

deliver a painful blow to the entire Einstein theory of

gravity by disproving the Principle of Equivalence. In

fact, if an observer inside an accelerated Einstein cham-

ber released an apple having a negative gravitational

mass, the apple would “fall upward” (in respect to the

space ship), and, as observed from outside, would move

with an acceleration twice that of the space ship without

being subject to any outside forces. Thus we will be

forced to choose between Newton’s Law of Inertia and

Einstein’s Principle of Equivalence—a very difficult

choice indeed.
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Kepler, Johannes:

and planetary motion, 66,

69-70, 95

Laplace, Pierre Simon, 95
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Galileo and, 24

Legrange, Joseph Louis, 95

Leibniz, Gottfried W., 54, 56,

57
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of displacement vectors, 31
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Leverrier, J. J.:

and Neptune, 96
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bending of, 120-22, 125,

129

and Earth’s orbit, 131 n.

quanta, 142

solar, 4, 140

Liquid drop model for nuclei,

4
Los Alamos Scientific Labora-

tory, 113

Lowell, Percival:

and Pluto, 96-97
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Luminosity, 140

Lunik, 107

Magellan, Ferdinand, 21

Magnetism, 120, 136-38,

141 ff.

shielding, 144—46

Mars:
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gravitational potential, 107

rocket to, 110

and theoretical triangle, 130
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Singer of, 128
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angular momentum and,

87 ff.

and escape velocity, 105 ff.

in figuring orbits, 69-70
and free fall, 24-25

gravitational potential and,

43-46,50,65,117
Mathematical Principles of
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(Newton), 37, 49
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Einstein’s theory and, 136—

37, 141
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length of, 123-25
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66

gravitational potential, 107

precession of axis, 132
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Metals:

and antigravity, 144

Michelson, A. A.:

and Earth’s deformation, 84
Michelson and the Speed of

Light (Jaffe), 84 n.
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102

Missiles. See Rockets
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and ocean temperature, 141

Momentum, angular, 87-91

Moon:
“cavorite” fantasy and, 143-

44

and Earth’s precession, 78

eclipses, 97

Newton’s calculations on

gravity, 37-46 passim,

49$., 66-67, 81

rockets to, 63, 107

tidal friction and, 87 if.

tides of, 81, 82-84, 91

Motion. See also Acceleration;

Orbits, planetary; Rota-
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superposition of, 29-33,

39 ff.

Mr. Tompkins (Gamow), 5, 6

Multistage principle, 111-12

Mutations, thermal:

Dirac’s theory and, 141

Neptune:

discovery of, 96

Neutrinos, 142, 143

Neutron Story, The (Hughes),

145 n.

Neutrons:

and chemical elements, 4

moderators and, 145-46
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sim

and calculus, 49 ff.

and Earth’s rotation, 73

Einstein vs., 131-32, 146

and orbits, 65, 66-67

and tides, 81

Nobel Prize:

Jean Perrin’s, 77
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temperatures in, 100

Nuclear energy:

for rockets, 112-14

Nuclei:

emissions of decaying, 142-

43

of heavy elements, 4

quantum theory and, 137

Nucleic acids, 141

Observation station, space:

Einstein’s theories, 118 if.

Ocean:

temperatures of, 100-2,

140-41

tides in, 81-91

Oppolzer, Theodore von:

and eclipse, 97

Optical phenomena:

and principle of equiva-

lence, 120-22

Optics:

light and basic law of,

124

Orbits, planetary, 43, 65-70,

140

as geodesical lines, 131-32

perturbations in, 95-97 ff.

Origin of Chemical Elements,

The (Gamow and Al-

pher), 5

Oscillating mass:

and gravitational waves,

141

Oslo:

climate of, 100

Oxygen:

isotopes of, 100-1
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Paleontology:

and ocean temperatures,

141

Paper-and-coin experiment,

24

Paris and Golden Apple, 37

Particles, 137-39, 143

Pendulum:

Galileo and, 22-24

Periods, rotation, 66

Perrin, Jean, 75-77

Perturbations, planetary, 95-

102

Philosophiae Naturalis Prin-

cipia Mathematica (New-
ton), 37, 49

Photons, 142

Piano moving, 63

Pickering, W. H.:

and Pluto, 96-97

Pisa:

Cathedral of, 22
Leaning Tower of, 24

Planck, Max, 137, 142

Plane, inclined, 26 ff., 32-33
Planets. See also specific plan-

ets

orbits of, 43, 65-70, 131—

32, 140

orbits of, perturbations in,

95-97 ff.

rockets to various, 107-10
Platforms:

rotating, 122-28, 131

Pluto:

discovery of, 97
Poles:

and angular momentum,
87

magnetic, 144-45

Precession, 78, 98
of axis of Mercury’s orbit,

132

Principle of Equivalence,

120 ff., 146

Projectile, artillery:

shot toward space, 106

Proteins, 141

Protons:

and Coulomb’s law, 138

Gamow and, 4
“Pseudogravity,” 118ff.

Ptolemy:

cosmology of, 22

Quantum theory, 137, 141-43

Radius of Earth, 73

Rate of change. See Acceler-

ation

Rays, light. See Light

Recession of the moon, 90-91

Relativity, Theory of, 117-32,

135-37

Repulsion:

and centrifugal force, 122

Revolution. See Rotation

Right-hand screw, 77

Rockets:

aging of man in, 126-28

escaping gravity, 63, 105—

14

pseudogravity in, 118-20,

146

Rods:

shrinkage of, 123-25

Rotating disc, 122-28, 131

Rotation:

and angular momentum,
87-91

of Earth, 73-78

of Earth, perturbations and
climate, 98-102

of Earth, tidal friction

slows, 84-87, 89-91

periods, 66
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Rutherford, Ernest:

Gamow with, 4
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atomic clocks in, 128

Newton’s, 39

planetary, 65 if.

propulsion of, 113

Scales:

gravity experiment with, 46

Schrodinger, Erwin:

and quantum theory, 137

Scientific American, 5, 116n.
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age of Universe in, 139
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Shielding:

antigravity, 143-46

Ships:

and Relativity Theory, 117

Shrinkage of yardsticks, 124-

25, 129

Silurian molluscs:

and ocean temperature, 141

Singer, S. F.:

clock proposal of, 128
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:

gravitational force and aging

of twin, 125-26, 128
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and angular momentum, 89

Soap Bubbles and the Forces

which Mould Them
(Boys), 46 n.
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curved, 129-32

flights in. See Rockets

Space-time continuum, 131-32

Special Theory of Relativity,

117-32, 135-37

Speed. See Velocity
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in accelerated rocket, 118—

20
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ments, 44-45

geometrical figures on, 129-

30

Spinning top:

Earth as a, 73-78

Spitzbergen:

climate of, 100

Spring:

lunar-solar precession and,

78

Stabilizers, gyroscopic, 75
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illustrates Galileo’s argu-

ment, 28-29

Stars:

and Sun’s luminosity, 140

Stations, space, 118 ff.

Stockholm:

climate of, 100

Straight line:

and curved space, 129-31

Suess, Hans:

and climatic curves, 100

Summer temperatures:

Earth’s orbit and, 99, 100

Sun:

and bending of light, 121-

22

clock on surface of, 126

and Earth’s precession, 78

eclipses, 97, 122

Gamow’s theory, 4
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and planetary orbits, 43,

65-66 ff., 98 ff.

and rocket flight, 107 ff.

and tides, 81, 82, 84

timing of position, 85

Superposition of motion, 29 ff.
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Teller, Edward:
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139-

41
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Earth’s orbit and, 99-102
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140-

41
Theory of Relativity. See Spe-

cial Theory of Relativity

Thermal mutations:

Dirac’s theory and, 141

Tides, 81-91

Time. See also Age; Clocks

-distance in free fall, 27-
29

elementary unit, 139

and motion, 50 ff.

and planetary motion, 66

space- continuum, 131-32,

137

Tombaugh, C. W.:
and Pluto, 97
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78

Torque, 74 ff.

Triangles:

on curved space, 129-31
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and ocean temperature, 141

Twins:

gravitational force and aging

of, 125-28

Twist-force, 74 ff.

Ulam, Stanislaw:

and rocket propulsion, 113
Unified Field Theory, 137

Universal Gravity. See Grav-
ity
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age of, 139-40

in Middle Ages, 22
Uranus, 96

Urey, Harold:

and ocean temperature, 100

Vectors, 3 1-32, 60, 68 ff., 77
Velocity. See also Accelera-

tion

angular, 42, 77

angular momentum and,

87-90

in differential vs. integral

calculus, 56-58

escape, 105-14

of free fall, 24-25, 28-29,

53-54

in superposition of motion,

31, 39 ff.

and tides, 82 ff.

Venus:

distance, rotation period,

66

gravitational potential, 107

rocket to, 110

and theoretical triangle, 130

timing of position, 85

Verne, Jules:

space fantasy, 106

Washington University:

Feenberg of, 128

Water:

clock, 26

heavy, 145

temperatures of ocean, 100-

2, 140-41

Wave mechanics:

Gamow and, 4
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Waves

:

gravitational, 141-42, 143

light. See Light

Weight and free fall, 23-25.

See also Mass

Wells, H. G.:

antigravity fantasy, 143

Winter temperatures:

Earth’s orbit and, 99

World ether, 117

Yardsticks:

shrinkage of, 124-25, 129

Years:

age of Universe in, 139
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